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Adams has mixed feelings

Brown's aide
likes budget
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Buddy Howard Adams, who served as Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
legislative quarterback during the
recent session of the Kentucky
General Assembly, believes the
end result of the lawmakers' work
was "a good budget" and $240
million in revenue raised without
putting "a broad-based tax on
anybody."
However, the 41-year-old Bowling Green realtor and farmer had
mixed thoughts about the independence of his former colleagues in the legislature.
Adams, who is- also a former
leiislator, said he found a surprising lack of understanding of the
legislative process among many
in the executive branch of state
government.
"To -get to theend result," he
said,"yottsometimes may have to
go a crooked path."
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WHAT'S UP DOC? — T.J. Eisenmann,two-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Eisenmann, takes a breather with the Easter Bunny
(Lynne Loberger) at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Easter
•
Egg Hunt Saturday afternoon.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

am.
EGG HUNTER — This determined searcher worked through a
wooded area of Murray-Calloway County Park looking for brightly
colored eggs during the WSJP Easter Egg Hunt Saturday morning.
Natalie Rust, 6, daughter of Sam and Martha Rust, was one of an
estimated crowd of more than 3,000 people at the hunt.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

Hubbard has most expenser.
From Staff, AP Reports
WASHINGTON — A report by
the Clerk of the House says Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield, had
the highest office expenses among
Kentucky** U.S. representatives
in 1981.
The clerk said Rep. William H.
Natcher, D-Bowling Green had
the lowest office expenses total of
Kentucky's House members.
It is not unusual for a conIressman to spend more than
$100,000 a year for office expenses,
not including staff salaries.
Each time a representative of

staff member goes to his district
for public business,a report on the
expenses must be filed with the
House clerk.
Costs for mailing, subscriptions
to district newspapers and other
expenses also must be filed. The
expenses are compiled and
published each quarter.
The reports for 1981 _indicated
Hubbard spent $113,303,55. to
maintain his offices in Washington
and in his western Kentucky
district.
Hubbard's expenses were high
primarily because of his in-

sistence on close contact with his
1st District constituents.
Hubbard was out of his
Washington office this morning
and could not be reached for comment concerning his expenses.
Natcher, reputedly one of the
most frugal of the 435 representatives, reported spending
$21,291.94 for office supplies and
expenses in 1981.
Natcher's attendance record is
unparalleled in the House. He has
not missed a roll call since he went
to Washington in 1953.
He rarely returns to his district

while the House is in session, and
maintains one of the smallest
staffs on Capitol Hill, employing
only about six assistants.
The expenses reported by the
other Kentucky representatives'
for 1981:
— Rep. Romano L. Mazzoli, DLouisville,$83,976.67.
—Rep. Gene Snyder, RJeffersontown,$75,364.90.
—Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, RSomerset,$85,395.14.
— Rep. Larry Hopkins, RLexington,$87,826.48.
.Rep. Carl D. Perkins, DHindman,$57,796.96.

Britain's ship blockade goes into effect
By.MICHAEL WEST
Nacion reported that Argentine
Associated Press Writer
warships were patrolling the
LONDON (AP) — Britain's ban: coasts of the mainland — well
on Argentine shipping around the
away from the Falklands — and
Falkland Islands went into effect
that the rest of the navy's ships
today, but a Buenos Aires
were docked in their home ports
newspaper reported that Argen"until they are needed to face the
tina ducked a confrontation by
adversary."
keeping its warships out of the'
Confirmation of the report was
war zone proclaimed by the
not immediately available in the
British.
Argentine capital or London. But
No shooting was reported as
the British Defense Ministry
Secretary of State Alexander M.
reported on Sunday that all but
Haig Jr. returned to London with
two ships of Argentina's invasion
peace proposals from Argentina
fleet — a destroyer and a frigate
and met with Prime Minister
— returned to their home ports
Margaret Thatcher.
before the war zone went into efThe Buenos Aires newspaper La
fect at midnight Falklands time

(10 p.m. CST Sunday).
La Nacion said officials it did
not identify told it Argentine naval
aircraft were "in action" monitoring ship traffic and making
preparations for attack missions.
Haig, making his second trip to
London in four days, arrived
shortly after Britain's 200-mile
"maritime exclusion zone"
around the South Atlantic islands
went into effect. Britain had said
any Argentine vessel found in the
zone would be sunk.
"I am bringing here to the
British government, to Mrs. Thatcher and her ministers, some
ideas which have been developed

on the basis of United Nations
Security Council Resolution 502,
and look forward to these discussions," Haig said on his arrival at
London's Heathrow airport.
The U.N. resolution calls for
Argentina to pull its forces out of
the Falklands and resolve the
crisis with Britain through
diplomacy.
Informed sources said Argentina insists on keeping its flag flying over the islands. But the
sources said Haig was told Argentina would consider withdrawing
its troops if Britain halted its 40ship fleet sailing for the Falklands
and lifted the blockade.

Fuel-alcohol plant looks for in
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
Developers of Kentucky's first
free-standing fuel-alcohol plant
will talk to prospective investors
this week in hopes of overcoming
money problems that forced the
facility to close last month.

Officials of Bardstown Fuel
Alcohol Co., which was on the
verge of starting production when
it closed, say it will take some
$500,000 to reopen.
Company officials said they
were forced to shut down the plant

because of $400,000 in
construction-cost overruns, plus
unexpected high interest expenses
which the firm's investors weren't
able to cover.
The plant, an old distillery converted to make alcohol for use as a

gasoline additive, hadebeen expected to cost $3.5 million.
"The engineering estimates
were way low, plant manager
Terry Quiggins said Friday. "I
think this thing could have been
(Cqiiiinued On Page 2)

Nevertheless, Adams said he is
concerned that the legislators
went(too far in giving themselves
and the Legislative Research
Commission new authority between biennial sessions.
Brown agreed not to veto a bill
giving interim legislative committees the virtual right to veto the
administration's reorganization of
state government and decided to
let the courts decide the issue of
separation of powers.
Adams said he thinks the courts
will rule against the legislature,
thus severely damaging the existing interim-committee system.
If that happens, he believes the
legislature will seek to pass a constitutional amendment "and see if
the people wiJJ give them the
power during the interim."
"It's a gamble they don't have
to take," Adams said.
Adams was chairman of the
& House-Senate Program Review
were passed by-lawmakers and investigation Committee
to give them more independence, when he resigned his House seat to
Adams said, so they could "posi- join Brown.
tion themselves" as an equal
"Every time we undertook an
branch for the 1984 session under a investigation, or when we started
new governor. •
exposing something, the press
Adams said the leadership of would report it across the state,"
the legislature expressed that Adams said. "Just as soon as we
desire M every meeting in which started, the executive branch
he participated. "And they ac— started making ... corrections ... It
complished that," .he said. "I had the same effect without getdon't think it will ever go back" to ting into this thing about the conthe time when governors controll- stitutionality of the interim-oomed the legislature.
mitee."

Reagan keeps track
of Haig's missions
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — For
President Reagan, this is a week
of keeping track of U.S.
peacekeeping missions beyond the
nation's borders while his aides
hold budget talks with members of
Congress.
Reagan, who returned to the
White House Sunday evening after
a five-day "working holiday" in
Jamaica and Barbados, will be on
the road again Thursday when he
visits Chicago to address Roman
Catholic educators and, most likely, unveil support for some form of
tax credit based on tuition
payments to private schools, a
step he advocated long before taking office.
Today, he invited a delegation of
Jewish leaders to meet with him
at the White House.
Reagan had been expected to
meet early in the week with
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr.,.who was to have returned from his mission to London and
Buenos Aires in an effort to settle
theFalklands Island crisis.
But deputy.White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said the
president and Haig decided Saturday evening to have the secretary
return to London. Thus,it could be
several" days before Reagan
receives a face-to-face report on
Haig's efforts.
Reagan, who said Sunday he
had spoken twice'With Haig since
the secretary of state left
Washington early Thursday morning, communicated with Haig
through written cables, Speakes
,
said_

"Very detailed cabled instructions and reporting have gone on
between the president and
secretary of state," the White
House spokesman said aboard Air
Force One as the president flew
home from his seaside holiday.

sunny, windy
and warm

•

Today partly sunny windy
and warm with highs in the mid
to upper 70s. There is a 20 percent chance for a late afternoon
thunderstorm.. Southwest
winds increasing to 15 to 25mph
and gusty. Tonight mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
for storms. Lows in the mid 50s.
Southwest winds 15 to 25mph.
Tuesday becoming Mostly sunny and pleasant. High in the
mid 70s. Northwest winds 15 to
20mph.
Wednesday through Friday:
Dry and mild. Morning lows in
the 40s to low 50s.
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MSU program attunes students to the aged
i'am Rusk, instructor of recreation and physical
Thelegal kacticum class actually counsels older
designed a minor in social gerontology. The minor
By JOHN SALERNO
agreed with Cantrell, stating recent
education,
such
as
problems
dealing
legal
with
on
people
combines the services of 10 departments into a proStaff Writer
retirees encounter "24 hours of forced leisure •
government, making wills,,and buying or selling
which attunes students to specific problems
gram
At the turn of the century, only four percent of
time." She added they have the same physical and
real estate. And under Perrra,.supervision, the
encountered by older people.
this nation's people were over 65. But admental needs, but the job and family that once restudents initiate appropriate action and follow the
Roger Perry,a Marshall County attorney and advancements in medical knowhow and imtheir talents are gone.
quired
conclusion.
its
said
a
to
problem
recent
to the program,
jLIitt
•
provements in-diet have prolonged human life, and
Rnsk said-both- needs can be ap-----To-ctimpensate,American -Bar Aisodition sui-veY ilidicated- enior
Another problem senior citizens must overcome
today the senior citizen population has reached 11
leisure activity. For
constructive
through
peased
citizens have "more legarproblems than any one
isthe stigma of old age. Kizzie Cantrell, director of
percent.
can be fulfilled
requirements
physical
instance,
the
else" because they have to deal with social securithe career preparation program in gerontology,
sports,
while inother
swimming
and
dancing,
But the rapid increase in the amount of older
by
other
government
ty, Medicare, Medicaid and
said a common belief that most older Americans
.4elleetrx1.6aeds.caa.be.di meted tato public service,--Ainaricans.has been paralleled by.the rise4Mthe — :Aggutissr'-------Hestyid-mitikheczlowta46re-- .4trglifrcirsing,hpfiriy,r0,1aIse.•*--ratarian— She said "only five-to-eight percint" -of the elder- sucitAs an Ado151-A-G tandpatent program:— • mid/Mona and suidelmerttinfateet
_"
te P-54Pritre7=
72*At'llldr
ia % 'Jubleit15_910entligl
Other disciplines in the program include
Because our system has most people retire at age
and it results in communication problems and a
in
nursing
homes,
and
are
that
most
ly
are
"full,
sociology,
social work, psychology, home
65, senior citizens run into a series of problems —
kind of "future shock."
functioning people. Hopefully, we can change that economics, political science and others, Social
from dealing with the Social Security Admini4ra'Perry, who teaches both of the minor's law
stigma through education."
gerontology has been taught for five years, equipplion to trying to find worthwhile activities to occupy
classes, said his students' goals are to be sensitive
- Cantrell said most senior citizens grew up with ing graduates with the tools to help our older
their time.
to the problems of the elderly, Lobe aware of the
the work ethic and naturally have trouble when, all citizens. Their goal was summed up by Perry when
To help senior citizens make a smooth transition
resources to meet the problems and iicquire the
he said,"We have to help them get back in touch."
of a sudden,they have nothing to do.
into retirement, Murray State University has
skill to bring the resources to bear on the problem.
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Easter brings wet sunrise services,
parades, arrests of peace marchers
1.

By JUDY GD3BS
Associated Press Writer
Peace marchers were arrested
in South Dakota and Montana,
New Yorkers paraded their finery
down Fifth Avenue and thousands
braved rain in Los Angeles to attend Easter sunrise services as
Americans celebrated Christianity's most sacred holiday.
A Catholic priest and a Protestant minister were among four
people arrested as they tried to
place Easter.lilies on a nuclear
missile silo in Kadoka,S.D.
"The lily stands for Jesus' vic-

NASA official
to speak at MSU
Calvin Pitts, of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), will at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the University
Center at Murray State.
Pitt's address,"The NASA Connection," is sponsored by the Kentucky Aviation Association and
will concern current research in
tranpsort and business jets and
light twins and single-engine aircrafts.
The program is free and the
public is urged to attend.

tory over sin and death," said the
Rev. Christopher Dunphy,a priest
from Brookings, S.D., who called
on the government to turn missile
silos into grain silos.
Fifteen people were arrested in
Great Falls, Mont., after about 100
anti-nuclear marchers crossed a
white line marking the boundary
of Malmstrom Air Force Base.
A group calling themselves
"peace pilgrims" left SeatUe on
the third day of a march to
Bethlehem, Christ's traditional
birthplace, from the ammunition
gate of the Navy's Trident nuclear
submarine base at Bangor, Wash.
In a different march, thousands
of New Yorkers strolled Fifth
Avenue from 34th Street to 57th
Street for the annual, informal
Easter Parade of pedestrians.
Cardinal Terence Cooke
celebrated Mass at St. Patrick's
Cathedral, where more than 2,000
worshippers attended each of six
hour-long services, said police
Capt. Thomas Barton.
In front of the cathedral, two
sisters dressed in revealing bunny
suits cavorted among the
paraders.
Dyana Darnell, 24, said she and
her 16-year-old sister Danielle
chose the costumes because "it

Science Fiction Weekend
aftracts 1,000 participants
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP) — There were taunts of "Here
come those evil Klingons" as the Captain Kirks, Darth Vaders,
Yodas, wizards and princesses tromped through the elegant Registry
• Hotel.
Although about 1,000 participants showed up this weekend to hear
speakers, watch fantasy films and shop during the Science Fiction
Weekend,the realshow_took place in the ballrooms and corridors as
fans displayed an array of costumes worthy of Hollywood.
-Dressing up is.a way of showing off their handicraft and a few of
them just like to get noticed," said Keith Williams, a member of the
event's planning committee in this coastal Orange County community. "A few role-play and maybe act like Darth Vader just for the fun
of it. But nobody takes it very seriously. They just have fun with it."
The most popular characters were from the perennial television hit
"Star Trek," with its evil Klingons and heroic Captain Kirk, -Star
Wars," with Yoda,Darth Vader,a princess and interplanetary storm
troopers, and the 1981 smash film "Raiders of the Lost Ark," with its
hero, Indiana Jones.
Victoria Ridenour and Sherri Butterfield, both costume makers
from Huntington Beach; dressed, respectively, as "a thief, robber,
brigand and pirate" and "a noble person" of the Georgian period.
-We don't come in costume, we come in character," said Ms.
Ridenour. "You can be just about anything you want to be here and
people take it for granted."

was flie only thing I could think of
that was sexy." "
Others sported traditional
Easter bonnets, including flower
pots and a white'hat with red
rhinestones spelling, "Jesus Is
Risen."
it rained on the 12th annual
Easter parade in Los Angeles,
where four floats were put out of
action and another half-dozen got
soaked.
"There was a crowd,even in the
downpour — we didn't believe it,"
said a relieved Margaret Warren,
who coordinated the parade.

Police arrest two
on shoplifting charges
Frieda Louise Hanes, 39, and
Martha Puckett, 34, both-of Paris,
Tenn., were arrested Friday night
at Big John's grocery by a Murray
Police officer for allegedly
shoplifting.
Following authorization by a
search warrant, the department
uncovered merchandise allegedly
stolen from K-Mart, Kroger's
grocery and both Wal-Mart stores,
according to Det. Charles Peeler.
Hanes and Puckett are charged
with two counts of theft by
unlawful taking under $100 and
two counts of theft over $100.
Peeler said a complete inventory
of recovered goods has not yet
been made. The investigation is
continuing.
Hanes and Puckett are lodged in
Calloway County Jail.

Farm cehter inmates
captured Sunday
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two
inmates at the Vegfern Kentucky
Farm Center in Lyon County were
caught shortly after they walked
away Sunday night.
State Police said Danny Thompson and. Thomas Frizzell were
found at the intersection of Interstate 24 and U.S. 62 in'Eddyville.
Both men,19 years old, are from
Madisonville. Police said Thompson was serving 10 years for
burglary while Frizzell was serving a four-year term for theft and
burglary.

?

MSU students from Paducah
place in singing competition
Paducah students at Murray sion. All are from Paducah.
State University fared well at the
Hall and Miss Edwards are
recent National Association of students of Kay Gardner Bates,
Teachers of Singing (NATS) con- assistant professor of voice and
vention at Carson-Newman Col- NATS member, who accompanied
lege in Jefferson City, Tenn.
the students to the convention,and
E_ric Hall, a tenor, placed se- Middleton is a student of Dr. Carl
con in the sophomore men's divi- Rogers, associate.professor of
sion, and two pthers reached the. voice.
semifinals — Susan.Edwards, a
Other..Murray State students
soprano,in the freshman women's who sang were Terri Taylor,
division and Nathan Middleton, a Paducah sophomore, and Phyllis
baritone, in the junior men's divi- Love, Brandenburg junior, both

students of Mrs. Bates.
They were among 190 students
from four states who participated.
Students went through a
preliminary round of competition
to advance to the semifinals, and
three finalists were selected in
each of 14 divisions from the
semifinals.
Each round was judged by
selected NATS teachers except
the final round, which was judged
by all the NATS teachers.

Administration threat to ',kicks
NAACP executive director says
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Benjamin L. Hooks, executive director of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, has called the Reagan administration a threat to blacks
and has promised new opposition
at the polls.
"Maybe the president is all
right, but somebody around him is
whipping us down," Hooks told 500
people at a banquet here Friday
night.
The Reagan administration was
blamed for economic doldrums,
high unemployment among
blacks, cuts in social welfare programs and tax cuts that, Hooks
said, "rob the poor and give to the
rich."
"Mr. Reagan is personal and affable, but in my judgment, I don't
think he is up to being president,"!

Hooks added.
Hooks accused Attorney
General William French Smith
and the assistant attorney general
in charge of civil rights, William
Bradford Reynolds, of "orchestrating resistance" to extension of the Voting Rights Act and
attacking affirmative action.
Reynolds referred to affirmative action in a speech to the
Labor Policy Association last
month as reverse discrimination
that goes "against the American
ideal of equal employment opportunity..."
And the attorney general's office issued a statement last month
saying extension of the Voting
Rights Act approved by the House
would mean drastic upheaval of
state, local and federal election

systems.
"I think(Reagan) getrfery bad
advice from the attorney
general," Hooks said.
He said the NAACP would conduct a national campaign to get a
million new black voters to the
polls this fall, in an effort to elect a
Congress unafraid to oppose the
administration.
"The Congress is not reflective
of the country's needs," he said.
Hooks said the civil-rights
movement faces many problems,
including a resurgence of the Ku
Klux Klan,rising black unemployment and social program cuts.
"But let's not make this racial
warfare," he said, asserting that
whites suffer, along with blacks
from cuts in school lunch, Social
Security and other programs.
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Strikes, riots hit Israeli territories
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ALL SMILES AFTER NATS COMPETITION — Three Paducah students and their teachers at Murray State University show their delight at their success in competition at the recent National Association of Teachers of Singing(NATS)convention at Carson-Newman College in Jefferson City,Tenn.
Eric
Hall (center), a tenor, was second in the sophomore men's division, while Nathan Middleton (next
to
Hall) and Susan Edwards, reached the semifinals in the junior men's division and freshman
women'3
division respectively. Middleton is a student of Dr. Carl Rogers (left) and Hall and Miss Edwards are
students of Kay Gardner Bates(second from right).
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
gunfire wounded at least 11
Palestinians today as strikes and
the worst Arab riots in years
swept Israeli-occupied territories
after a Jewish gunman's killing
spree on the sacred Temple Mount
shrine.
The military command said
troops fired on a mob in the West
Bank town of Nablus. One youth
was hit in the leg and the condition
of the other three was not immediately known, a spokesman

County firefighters
respond to-colls
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said. Troops in the nearby Relate
refugee camp tear-gassed several
hundred Arabs who blocked a
road with old refigerators.
Three youths were shot in the
Deheishe Palestinian refugee
camp near Bethlehem after they
stoned cars, and four were wounded at the Nuseirat camp in the occupied Gaza Strip, the military
said. It was unclear who was
responsible for those shootings,
but Jewish settlers in occupied
territories are empowered to
carry firearms for self-defense.
Police and troops stopped Arabs
marching down main business
streets of Jerusalem's Arab sector
and arrested 15 people, Israel
radio said. Hospitals reported
treating about 125 iiljured Arabs
and Jews, including 15 or 16 with
bullet wounds.

In Beirut, a rocket grenade hit
the third floor of the U.S. Embassy at 4i0 a.m.today,knocking
some concrete loose, and the
Christian Voice of Lebanon radio
reported a telephone caller said
the attack was in response to Sunday's fatal shooting in Jerusalem
which killed two Arabs. An embassy spokesman said no one was
hurt.
Israel radio identified the gunman as Alan Harry Goodman, 38,
and an Israeli reporter said he
was from Baltimore. The chief of
Jerusalem's police captured him
after a 30-minute shooting spree in
the golden-domed Mosque of
Omar, on the Temple Mount, the •
site from which Moslem tradition
says the prophet Mohammed
ascended to heaven.

No injuries were reported from
three fires during the weekend,
according to Chuck Betts of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
Twelve squad members
responded 'to a house fire at the
William Edmonds residence on
(Continued From Page 1)
red ink for twayears, and big beef
Outland School House Road Satur- predicted. It was an oversight, to and pork farmers who have taken
day afternoon. The structure suf- put it bluntly."
an absolute battering in -our
fered major damage but
The company's chief operating economy.
,7
firefighters were able to contain
officer, Fred Lindsey, admitted
"There was absolutely nothing
the blaze and saved several out- some cost estimates were "very they could do about it, and when it
buildings nearby.Squad members low," and the higher costs were came time for them to put up what
returned to the scene Saturday too much for the original investors they had to, why they couldn't do
night to hose down the area.
to cover.
it,so we just shut down," he said.
They 'were assisted by the
"We are trying to get them (the
One other large fuel-alcohol
Calloway County Sheriff's Office. original investors) replaced and a plant is under construction in KenCause of the blaze is unknown.
new group in to be a major co- tucky — a plant being built by
Ear.ly Saturday night, owner with us," he said.
Kentucky Agricultural Energy
Lindsey said the firm hopes to Corp. and Chevron U.S.A. near
firefighters responded to a flue
fire at the James Cain residence, put together a firm financial Franklin that is expected to make
Pine Bluff Shores area.-The fire- package within a week to 10 days. 21 million gallons a year.was out On arrival with the house- The company laid off its. 22
Another large plant is being
employees March 12.
suffering minor damages.
built at South Point, Ohio, by
Lindsey said the investoss who 'Ashland Oil Inc.
Squad members alwo responded
leiatuallutaiimstswifiPiticat -tat gurasteett..gis'_ -111E"
the Stephanie Holt residence..New
Loan rarijklo mons, problems of same process it. -the Franklin.
•
Concord area. The -blaze, which their own.
plant but on a smaller scale. —
vread from a garden fire, burned
. "These were mostly millionaire
It's annual capacity is 5.5
approximately one-quarter acres. farmers, and this type at thing, Million gallons. The expected inNeighbors ettinguished the fire
who had John Deere dealerships itial production is 1.5 million
before the squad arrived at the
taht are now boarded up, General gallons a year, using 2,000 bushels
scene.
Motors dealerships that have run of corn a day.

Fuel-alcohol...
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IRS'cruel day
to show up
once again
April is the cruelest month and April 15 is the
cruelest day. Thanks to the Internal Revenue Service, we're all thinking of ways to reduce our income taxes this year and next year. And we're
thinking about everything that's wrong with the income tax system.
This is the time of year to remember the Liberty
.Amendment, which we haven't heard much about
lately. It' would repeal the 16th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, which authorized the federal income tax in 1913.
Not even in times of great personal stress would
we go that far. The income tax has been denounced
as an invention of Karl Marx but as a concept it is
just as sound a principle of taxation today as it was
early in this century, when Col. Ira C. Copley of Illinois, founder of the Copley Press, won election to
the Congress on a platform that called for adoption
of the 16th amendment.
No, the trouble with the income tax is not the
he way in which that principle
basic principle. It ise4
nd contorted by the applicahas be
been complicat
tion of thousands of ecial rules and exceptions.
All of them have some rationale, but taken together
they make the system incomprehensible to the
average taxpayer and all but unworkable without
the help of a special class of experts, the tax consultants, who have arisen and come to the rescue of
.
the bewildered citizen.
The list of tax expenditures, exemptions and
deductons is togilong for qimprehensive„discussion
here. But we wantto say aNvord about the deduction
for interest paid and the taxation of interest received.
Is it any wonder that Ameficans have the loweit
rate of saving and the highest rate of personal debt
in the industrialized world? The Tax Code rewards
such behavior generously.
A taxpayer who borrows $10,000 for a vacation
trip to Europe can deduct the cost of his loan from
his income tax. If he pays 15 percent interest a year,
it costs him $1,500 and, if he is in the 30 percent
- bracket, the federal. government reduces his income tax liability by $500. The U.S. Treasury has,in
effect,subsidized his vacation.
Another taxpayer saves $10,000 and buys a money
market certificate. If he receives 15 percent interest a year, it pays $1,500, and if he also is in the 30
percent bracket, the federal government takes $500
of his interest money in income taxes.
Our thrifty ant thus has subsidized the grasshopper's grand tour. Is this fair? Is it sound economic
policy?
There is much more justification for the interest
deduction when it comes as a result of borrowing to
buy an education, a home, a car or clothes. But, in
all cases, it tends to encourage borrowing while the
tax on interest tends to discourage saving.
The interest deduction for individuals should be
phased out over a long period of time, so as not to
upset financial planning. It might take 30 years to
phase it out entirely, but a policy should be adopted
now to begin the process without delay.
At the same time, a corresponding exemption
from taxation of interest on savings could begin.
The amount of the exemption could be gradually increased. In this way, there would be an incentive
for Americans to begin to save for their big-ticket
items.
Our entire economy would be healthier for it.

looking back
Ten years ago
Elected as officers of Murray Lions Club were
Rex ThOmpson,.James Harmon,Ken Winters, John
Belt, John Thompson, Steve Sexton, Paul Maggard
and G.B. Jones.
Mark Thurman was presented best dressed
award at annual roll call uniform inspection of Boy
Scout Troop 77 at First Christian Church. Don Burchfield, Four Rivers Council Commissioner,was inspeeting officer.
Twenty years ago
Janet Like had been chosen for second consecutive year to attend National 4-H Conference at
Washington D.C. April 21-22. She is the daughter of
Mr.and Mrs.Cecil Like of Kirksey.
Mancil Vinson, assistant commissioner of
agriculture for state of Kentucky, Frankfort,
formerly of Calloway County, had been named
chairman of June Dairy Month for state pf Kentucky.
Thirty years ago
New four-warstop signs had been erected at the
intersection of South Fourth and Maple Streets.
Cpl. Joe Pat Johnson,son of Mrs. Sallie Johnson,
was returning to the United States after serving for
past year with Army in Korea. s
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inside report

by rowland evans and robert novak

President's time-keepers keep a stingy grasp
with Reagan's minutes for outside meetings
WASHINGTON — The stinginess of
the keeper of the president's time in
alloting mere minutes for political
purposes points to this grim reality:
The White House has no campaign
strategy, no tactical plan and no consuming interest in the 1982 mid-term
election.
After a request by black politicians
for five minutes with President
Reagan was rejected, a plea by a
Republican senator for 10 minutes of
reelection campaign help was ,first
given the same treatment and was
granted only after a week of intense
lobbying. That typifies the styles of
Michael K. Deaver, deputy chief of
staff who controls the president's
body. But it also reflects the low
priority in the White House for party
politics.
Not only is there no plan to direct
the mid-term campaign from the
White House, but nobody believes
there will be. This signifies a problem deeper than just technical incompetence: a deficiency of commitment among the president's men to
the campaign interests of their party.
Recent evidence came on March 15
when Reagan visited Montgomery,
Ala., to address the state legislature
(followed by a visit to Gov. Fob
James's. office). Pal behalf 0f_the.1.3
black legislators, state Rep. Alvin
Holmes asked for five minutes with
the president in the governor's office.

Op that same day, the president
final!)
,unveiled his Enterprise Zones
program — with not one black congressional face present. Democratic
Rep. William Gray of Pennsylvania,
an original co-sponsor, understan.dably declined to be present because
the administration refused to give
him a copy of the Reagan bill. Less
understandably, the White House
was not concerned by Gray's
absence.
Gray's Republican brethren have
become accustomed to that attitude,
as witness the following incidents
within a two-week span: Reagan
picked a federal judge vociferously
opposed by Rep. Trent Lott of
Mississippi, the Republican whip and
most steadfast -Reagan voter in the
House; the president turned up in
flood-stricken Fort Wayne, hid.,
without alerting its congressman,
Rep. Dan Coats, to be there; Rep.
Lynn Martin of Illinois was not informed when the weather station in.
her district was closed; Rep. Ron
Marienee of Montana, a member Of
the Agriculture Committee, learned
of an important presidential farm
decision only when it was announce/.
Indeed, the White House can safely
theirienrlly
and the unfriendly, are treated the
same — like dogs. That betrays a
senior staff so consumed with con-

spiring to change the president's to Reagan's tax cuts. Mike Deaver
mind on the budget that the approach dismissed the request as
of the frightening 1982 campaign goes "bull-bleep," but finally relented
after Roth's case was pressed for a
unnoticed at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
week.
Subject: Alabama's black unemployFailing to understand the critical
ment.
importance of heeding black apHere was a golden opportunity for
prehensions and helping loyalist
Reagan. Republicans shudder at the
senators are two glaring holes in the
thought of Reaganphobic blacks
voting in unprecedented numbers. fabric of White House political planning. Written proposals to mobilize
Besides, one purpose of the presiCabinet members, coordinate nadent's intermittent travels is to
tional, Senate and House campaign
reassure such disaffected voters.
committees and identify a campaign
Yet, Reagan's advance men turned
theme are gathering dust.
Holmes down flat, a slap that echoed
Nor has there been planning to use
throughout the media (and led to a
the Republican Party's greatest
wallsont by Holmes when Reagan
asset: Ronald Reagan. His travels
spoke'').
are episodic, not part of a grand
Although the turndown followed
design leading to the Nov. 2 climax.
Deaver's policies, Deaver told us he
The president's March 23 journey to
had no part in the decision. But the
New York City, part of the vague
next week, Deaver himself was calldesire to show he has no horns,
ing the shots when Sen. William Roth
demonstrated how to ignore an opof Delaware asked the White House
portunity.
to help his reelection campaign. He
On the day before, the senior staff
was bringing a group of financial
labored for hours to put a gloss on the
supporters to Washington to see the
expedition and came up with peanuts
sights; could the president spare
— another year of the $1 million
them 10 minutes at the White House?
After all, this would consume a lot _ technical assistance program for the
South Bronx (munificence justifiably
less presidential time and effort than
buried on page B-4 of-The New 'York -going to Wilmington for a Roth funTimes). The big -pews was the Presidraiser. There is no truer Reagan
dent's mindless statements in a New.
supporter than quiet Bill Roth, who
York Post interview seeming to enat the moment of his snub was
dorse Democrat Ed Koch for goverorganizing 17 fellow Republican
nor.
senators to filibuster any challenge
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heartline

NW,THAT'S *WING,
Miff DOESN'T IT Dop!

vEwcrry,

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you nue
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: In today's paper
(March 10), an article states as
follows: "For 98 percent of the people
reaching age 64, or having been on
disability benefits for 24 months,
hospital insutance under Medicare is
available without any premium payment."
My wife will become 64 years old in
May of this year. She draws social
security on my account because she
didn't have enough time built up to
qualify on her own. Does this mean
that she will be eligible for Medicare
at age 64? R.P.
ANSWER: This was obviously a
typographical error. The age mentioned should be age 65, and
everything else in the statement is
true. So, your-wife will not be eligible
to receive Medicare coverage until
she reaches age 65.
HEARTLINE I am not exactly a
senior citizen, as I am only 45 years
old. But I have a question that I feel
that you could help me with. My husband is a terminal cancer patient,
and has been given less than a year to
live. I want to get things in order so
that. the transition from wife to
widow will be a little easier on me
and my children. I want to get credit
established in my own name now, so
that I will not have to wait until the
estate is settled to get some things I
may need. However, I need more information about the rights of a
woman in applying for credit on her
own. Where can I receive this information? C.F.
ANSWER: If you are seeking
credit, you are entitled: to obtain
credit in your own name; to refuse to
answer questions about your plans
for having or raising children; to use
the individual of your choice (not
necessarily your husband) as
,cosigner if one is _required; and to
coillit alimony, child support, public
assistance,eand/or your pension as
income. For a free pamphlet and
wallet card describing the Federal
Fair Credit Reporting Act and Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, write
Women's _Credit Rights Card,
American Express Company, Con"sumer Affairs. Office, American Express Plaza, New York, NY 10004.
r
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by s.c. van curon

Legislature ends with veto session
FRANKFORT — While assailing
lobbyists on one hand, some
members of the media are lending
encouragement to the resurrection of some defeated bills when the
legislature returns April 13 for its,
three days set aside t6 consider
vetoed bills.
In discussion are two bills supported by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
The multi-bank bill and the "slammer" bill. Both had strong support
from lobbying groups as well as
strong opposition on the bank bill.
On many occasions the media
lashes out against legislators for
suspending their rules under
pressure, yet some members of the
media are encouraging the
legislature to break their rules and
consider legislation defeated in the
prescribed 57 days of the session.
The Senate Rules specifically say
the "list two days shall be reserved
for considering vetoes." The rules
were written before the decision was
made to allot three days to consider
vetoes.
While the House Rules are, not as
specific, they do specifically refer to
them as the veto session.
This column always has supported
the right o'f individuals and organiza-

tions to lobby because our U.S. ConTalk about playing games, breakstitution specifically reserves the
the rule would certainly present
ing
a
for
ask
and
tight "to appear
opportunity.
Just as in the closing
the
redress of wrongs." There may be a
session,
many seasoned
of
the
days
difference of opinion on "wrongs"
fingers crossed
their
observers
kept
but the right must be reserved for all.
of piggybacking were
when
efforts
This column has no argument
coming from almost every corner to
against Mothers Against Drunk Drivattach a defeated bill to one that vies
ing (MADD) which lobbied very
certain to pass. Some few were sucbilly
There
for
the
slammer
strongly
cessful, but in the main,sanity reignshould be a more effective way of
ed
and the public got off without too
keeping intoxicated persons from
much damage." We certainly don't
driving an automobile.
need to create the opportunity for
Present law provides for stiff fines
bad legislation again, even though it
and jail sentences. The probleni is
be in the name of a cause deemed to
that the law is not strictly or uniformbe
in.the best interest of the public.
ly enforced by the courts across the
state. But, in our criminal codes,
there is some leeway left for varying
circumstances. This is left to the
judgment of the courts, whether the
decision be by judge or jury.
If the legislature suspends its rules
to consider these two bills, the action •
opens Pandora's Box. Chaos could be
the result.
There would be no reason v(hy the
legislature could not recall a bill
already passed, but not signed by the
governor and defeat it or change it
radically. There would be no reason
why any legislator could net make an
effort to resurrect one of his pet bills
that was defeated.

RAPP?!

today in history,

Today is Monday, April 12th, Ale
Roosevelt died at the age of 63, and
nam.
102nd day of 1982. There are 263 days
Harry S. Truman was sworn in to
_in Ism,the vs.Olympic own.
And
Left in theyeat.
- -- -- ------ succeed him.
— _ --° — --4114ttee-veted-ttrisorcrtt-tite sumer
,
•
-- rodriirsfiTAITifirrnIfilir—
y: .---.. In 1961, the Soviet Union put the
Olympic Games in Moscow in
OkAprtt12,1811,the U.S:e1,1IW8T—Tirit Man in space — Cosmonaut Yuri
response to the Sovtet intervention in
staffed as the Confederate side took
Gagarin, who made a safe landing
Afghanistan.
Fort Sumter,in Charleston,S.C.
after one orbit oT the Earth.
Today's birthoday: singer David
On this date:
In 1966, U:S. bombers carried out
Cassidy is 32 years old.
Id 1945, President Franklin D.
their first strikes against North Viet-
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Pardue-Bean wedding to be April 30

ok
bo
te
da
Tennis ploy scheduled
Group B of Ladies of Murray Country Club will
meet at 9 a.m. Thursday at home of Frances Hulse
to go to Kenlake Tennis Center for play.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Janie Ryan,
Cathy Young, Mug Rigsby and Vicki Miller; Court
Two — Frances Hulse, Agnes Payne, Leisa Faughn
and Judy Latimer. Substitutes will be Sandy Brannon, Marilyn Adkins, Norma Frank and Kay Ray.

Murrayon dismissed
Mary Garrison of Murray has recently been
dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Stubblefield patient
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, was John Stubblefield of Rt. 1, Almo.

Christopher R. Bailey born
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Bailey, Rt. 3, announce the
birth of a son, Christopher Randall, weighing six
pounds 15 ounces, born Wednesday, April 7, at

•
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a
daughter, Katrina, 3. The mother is the former
Patricia Johnson.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Max Bailey, Fox
Meadows,and Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Johnson, Rt. 1,
Dexter. A great-grandfather is Jesse Bailey, Rt. 3.

Edwards named to list
William Russell Edwards has been named to the
Dean's List for the winter quarter 1982 at Oxford
College, Emory University, Oxford, Ga., according
to Dr. J. William Moncrief, dean of the college. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Edwards, 1110
County Cork Drive, Murray.

Brown graduates
Air National Guard 2nd Lt. James E. Brown, son
of William B. and Lucy Brown of Gilbertsville, has
graduated from U.S. Air Force pilot training and
has received silver wings at Laughlin Air Force
Base, Texas. He will serve in Louisville with his
unit.
His wife, Bonnie, is the daughter of James D. and
Rosebud Bailey of Benton. Brown is a 1978 graduate
of the University of Kentucky, Lexington.

Male stripper invited guest

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Pardue, Rt. 2,
Mansfield, Tenn., announce the engagement
and -forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Joyce Ann,to Howl Deese
Bean,son of.Mr. and Mrs.
Truman D. Bean of Rt. 5,
Murray.
Miss Pardue, a 1976
graduate of Bruceton
Central, Bruceton, Tenn.,
is a 1980 graduate of Murray State University
where she obtained a B.S.
degree in elementary
education with a
kindergarten endorsement.
Mr. Bean will be a 1982
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
The wedding will be
solemnized Friday, April
30, at 7 p.m. at New Hope
United Methodist Church,
Mansfield, Tenn.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
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Arthritis term for over 100 ailments

DISCUSSING Scout activities at Pack 73 banquet
were,from left, Lou Huie, Paul Kiesow and Donald
Brown.

, left presented
CUBMASTER
right, and Dana
n,
Wesso
David
to
s
Webelo badge
Westerman,fourth right, at Pack 73 banquet. Also
pictured are Wayne Wesson, leader, standing left,
and Mr.and Mrs.Robert Westerman.

Scouts receiving ad
Cub Scout Pack 73 had
its Blue and Gold Ban- vancements included th
quet recently at following:
Southwest Calloway
Webelos - Davi
Elementary School.
Cruse, Kevin Fleming,
Bob Waters and Bob Will Gentry, David
Hopkins, district com- Wesson and Dana
missioners, conducted a Westerman.
uniform inspection prior
Den I - Kennet
to the meal.
Ealey, Andy McLemore
Den I had highest in- Tony Patrick and Barr
spection score John Ward.
Parker, Kevin Fleming
Den II - Brando
and Jonathan Smotheran
man had highest in- Cathey, Brad Hale
.
erman
Smoth
an
Jonath
dividual scores.
Den III- Lee Shouse.
Donald Brown,
Den IV - Bria
Chickasaw district scout
executive, spoke about Andersn, Brock Crouc
"History of Four Rivers and Timmy Sons.
Other guests included
Council.
Dunn, school prin
Ray
Paul Kiesow, manager
Mrs. Dunn, Mrs.
cipal,
told
Toys,
of Fisher Price
Bob
how Murray had come to Paul Kiesow, Mrs.
Bo
Mrs.
and
s
Water
al
Nation
be the home of
Hopkins.
Boy Scout Museum.

RECEIVING WEBELOS badges at Pack 73 banquet were, from left, front row, Dana Westerman,
David Wesson, David Cruse and Kevin Fleming.
Pictured back,from left, Dinah Westerman,Robert
Westerman,Becky Cruse and Jean Fleming.

ATLANTA (AP) — Arthritta, commonly
thought to be one disease,
Is actually a generic term
for over 100 separate
ailments, according to
the Arthritis Foundation.
Together, they affect
over 31 million
Americans.
"We can treat arthritis,
but the public needs to be
alert to the nany forms
of the disease so that a
diagnosis can be sought
and treatment can begin
early before irreversible
aamage occurs," says
Dr. Frederic C. McDuffie, the Arthritis Founda-

tion's senior vice president of medical affairs.
Medication, rest, heat,
therapy and surgery are
all used in treating arthritis, with the exact
program individualized
for the person's needs,
adds McDuffie, who lists
the most common forms
of arthritis:
—OsTIMParthritis: The
wear and tear disease
usually associated with
old age. It is usually mild
and it occurs as the joints
wear out from extended
use, unusual stress or injury. This is the most
common kind of arthritis.

Many patients survive
survival rate of
Americans diagnosed in
the mid 1970s. They also
represent a "slight increase," according to
ACS spokesman Ed
Silverberg, in the fiveyear survival rate of patients diagnosed in the
1960s and 1970s, whose
survival rate was up to 40
and 41 percent.
Because of the growing
number of people
recovering from cancer,
society President Robert
V.P. Hutter and board
Chairman Allan K. Jonas
said they were becoming
increasingly interested in
IRA G. CORN,JR.
"psycho-social research"
to develop programs
4-12-A
NORTH
"to improve the quality of
•Q4
life for patient and fami•K J 102
IIKJ109
ly."

NEW YORK (AP) More than 40 percent of
Americans who contract
cancer now survive for
five years, the American
Cancer Society announced.
The society's annual
report said the number of
patients recovering from
cancer - estimated by
the number who reach
the five-year survival
mark- was now variously estimated from 41 to 46
percent by the National
Cancer Institute.
The figures reflect the

E
TH
ACES®
et
me
to
es
at
ci
so
as
Library
The first general
membership meeting of
the Associates of the Murray State University
Libraries (AMSUL) will
be Friday at the Pogue
Library on the Murray_
State campus.
According to AMSUL
president Mrs. Lois
Sparks, the program will
begin at 7:30 p.m. with a
reception featuring international desserts.

"We are never too old to
make new mistakes." Arnold Glasow.

Murray State.

following the business
meeting, Lawrence Clark
will present a program
entitled, "Songs of
Yesteryear."
In -addition to budget
Ind membership reports,
the group will consider
revisions .to its by-laws
and constitution, elect officers, and hear reports
on efforts 10 acquire rare
documents and collections for the libraries at

—Rheumatoid arthritis: This is the most
serious type, because it
can lead to crippling. It
spreads throughout the
body inflaming joints
and, often, vital organs.
It tends to subside and
flare up unpredictably.
—Ankylosing spondylitis: Often called
spinal arthritis, it usually
attacks younger men,
and can fuse the vertabrae until the spine is
completely rigid.,
—Lupus: Can inflame
and cause damage to
tissues throughout the
body, including vital

organs. This condition
usually develpes in
younger IICOMIER.
—Scleroderma: This
form of arthritis causes a
thickening and hardening
of the skin, plus inflammatory changes in internal organs. It most frequently strikes women in
their 40s and 50s.
—Gout: Can inflame
any of the joints but most
often occurs in the big
toe. It is intensely painful
and usually affects men.
Gout is the only form of
arthritis known to be improved by proper diet.

Persons may enter
Artists who wish to enter their works in an Outdoor Art Exhibit scheduled in the Public Library
Gardens on Saturday, May 1, from 10 a.m., to 5
p.m., may fill out the registration form (below) or
one at the circulation desk in the library.
The event will be called "Spring Potpourri" with
plans calling for a festival-like atmosphere featuring the art work. A variety of entertainment is being planned to appeal to all ages.
Non-professional artists, 14 years and older, may
enter as many pieces of their work as they wish and
registration will be open until April 29. Entrants
should provide their own easels or display frames
for framed works and those submitting unframed
work may exhibit as clothesline art. Paintings of all
medium will be accepted but work should be
original.
The public is invited to attend and all who wish
may cast a ballot for their favorite work. The top
ten selections will be displayed in the library for the
month of May.
A,Noriunittee, chaired by Gerry Reed, Reference
Librarian, stated the primary purpose of the event
was to offer the beginning artist an opportunity toa
show their work while offering the community
day of spring festivities.
SPRING POTPOURRI
ARTS FESTIVAL
REGISTRATION FORM
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State aroin Droduction re orts similar to 1981
According to Lillian A. vation Service in KenHart, State Executive tucky, crop reports inDirector of Agricultural dicate that grain producStabilization and Conser- tion for 1932 will be about

•

Trouble
with a
tired
tractor?
Were ready to help! At the Production Credit
Association. We have plenty of readily
available funds - earmarked to finonce the new,
energetic tractor of your choice.
Agricultural credit is our only business. We've
helped finance operators large and small alike some of the best in our part of the country.
Formers and ranchers turn to PCA because they
know they can count on us for dependable
financing. And putting a tired tractor to rest is
just one of our specialties.

".%
roduchor
redit ssociation

We're ogricaltare's
Wadies leading hand
Lat's Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
wy.641 N.

753-5602

INF
We At Buchanan,
Feed And Seed
Invite
,
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.

the same as in 1981. With
the large carryover
stocks from 1981 this
would indicate lower
market prices come
harvest time for the 1982
crop.
Farmers should be considering the potential
benefits of the 1982 reduced acreage program.
Benefits for producers
who signup in the 1982
Feed Grain and Wheat
Program are deficiency
payments. hivher rorn-

modity loan rates, and
less production cost due
to cutting back on their
acreage.
An example of the
benefits on corn: A producer with a 50 acre base
and a 100 bushel yield on
his farm would be required to reduce his corn
planting by 5 acres for
1982. With the possible
deficiency payment of 15
cents per bushel he would
receive $675 in payment
(45 acres times X 100

bushel yield x 15 cents per
bushel equals $675). By
applying this payment to
the 5 acres reduced he
would be receiving
$135.00 per acre reduced
whether he sells his corn
or uses it on the farm.

,

Farmers are encouraged to stop by or call the
local ASCS office by April
16, the final day for
enrollment in the 1982
reduced acreage program.

Fertility program important
While farmers may cut
production costs this year
by not applying fertilizer
as liberally as in the past,
a Murray State University agronomist says a
sound fertility program is
still one of the best
management practices
fo?good crop yields.
Dr. Durwood Beatty
also warned against the
use of "wonder products"
that are described as
drastically reducing the
need for regular commercial fertilizers.
"Farmers should
beware of these products
and the claims for them,"
Beatty explained,
"because a 120-bushel
corn crop removes about
120 pounds of nitrogen in
the grain and a
maintenance fertility
program for this type of
yield requires about 50
pounds of P205 and 34
pounds of K20 per acre."
Many of the "wonder
products" are classified
as soil additives or
amendments, according
to Beatty, and are recommended at such low rates
that their analysis is ac-

tually lower than that of
the soil to which they are
applied.
Beatty said claims for
these products rely heavily on testimonials and
heavy promotion rather
than on unbiased
research data. Often
their value, if any, is low
in relation to their cost,
he said.
The University of Iowa
advises farmers to
beware of unsubstantiated claims for any product that is said to:
Increase soil waterholding capuity; , increase nutrient
availability; improve soil
structure; thange soil
temperature; increase
microorganism population; stimulate seed germina.tion and root
growth; or reduce the
need for commercial fertilizer.
Information released
by the University of Illinois summarizes that
"...few of these products
have survived either the
research tests or sustained use by farmers. Before

Doing It Again
STEWART SX 77
The Surest Money
Hybrid for Ky. farmers
Year after year —
top yields — top profits
STEWART HYBRIDS SX 77

Bulk Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about us.

recommending,selling or
using a new product, one
should have evidence of
its potential value."

ESSAY WINNER — Judy Lankford (center), a Calloway County Middla
School student and winner of the state soil conservation essay contest for middle
school students, received a cash prize and certificate for her work.She is shown
with Principal Roy Cothran (left)and Peter O'Rourke,social studies teacher.

Jimmy Irby named top senior
Of Murray High School.
While at Murray State,
Irby has been an active
member of the soil judging team, representing
the school in regional
competition in 1980 and
1981 and in national competition in 1980.
His award is one of apThe son of Mr.and Mrs. proximately iv
-liven
Jim Irby, he is a graduate each year by
the

Jimmy D. Irby of Murray has been named as
the Outstanding Senior in
Agronomy at Murray
State University for 1982.
His selection was announced at the Departmept of Agriculture spring banquet April 6.

American Society of
Agronomy to outstanding college seniors specializing in agronomy. Each
recipient must be a
member of the Agronomy
Club on his campus.
Criteria for selection
for the award include
scholarship, leadership
and professional potential.

Jimmy Irby

Odor-sensitive instruments helpful

Odor-sensitive instruments may help
deteft illegal entry of
diseased and pest-ridden
food and plants that now
slip past U.S. customs
and agricultural inspectors.
USDA researchers
report studies of several
technologies that would
make it possible to
discover contraband
without even opening
travelers' baggage.
"We are working on instrumentation that could
tell the odor of a lemon
from that of a lime after-

shave lotion even if the •
'lime is inside the luggage," said Dr. James
Cavanaugh, chemist at
the Science and Education center in
Philadelphia.
The aim is instrumentation that will differentiate among the scents of
food, humans and
cosmetics. The scientists
are also identifying and
characterizing odors that
will be used as a
reference or data bank
for electronic sensing
equipment.
"We can detect the

basic differences in
odors, but further experimenting is needed to
be sure a false alarm is

not wunded when a scent
such as perfume is
detected," said
Cavanaugh.

Dink Embry speaks
at agriculture banquet
Colonel Dink Embry
was guest speaker at annual spring banquet of
Murray State University
Agriculture Department
on April 6 in University
Student Center ballroom.
Embry has been farm

Southern States

al

director of Radio Station
WHOP, Hopkinsville, for
the past 34 years. He is a
past president of Rotary
Club and Kentucky Farm
Press Radio.
Named as outstanding
senior in agriculture at
the banquet was Jay T.
Akridge of Caldwell

Seed Corn

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

Southern States

Corregated
And 5V
Galvanized Metal
Roofing
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Two exciting new ones
coming down the pike
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See your Stewart Dealer now.
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Only $2
895 Per Squire
Limited rim Only

Gold Label
Baler Twine
$1995 Per Bale

Farmers,Now You Can Protect Your investment
Against Loss With "A:1-Risk"Crop insuranoo.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Best Twine You
Can Buy!
Still Have A Few

Jackson cc!Perkins*
$2.00 Off Per Rose Bush

Stark Bros.

At last, a farm management tool that enables you to recover lost
production expenses and reduce your crop risk. In the event of
loss, you can pay outstanding bills with your indemnity check and
repay loans on a current basis. "All-Risk" Crop Insurance is like
having extended credit interest free. It protects your cash flow
and gives you a better credit rating. Cost per acre is about the
same as the market price of a few bushels of corn, and you don't
pay a cent until after harvest. You'll enjoy peace of mind never
before possible. How can you lose? Come in today and get complete information on "All-Risk" Crop Insurance.

7S3-3404

Fruit Trees

INV

$4.00 Off Per Ties

Grain —
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- Dan McNutt
522 Main
753-0445

Dink Embry
County. His name will be
inscribed on a plaque
with other outstanding
students named since
1952 and will hang in lobby of agriculture
building.
Other awards
presented at the meeting
included:
Jimmy Irby, Calloway
County, agronomy;
Douglas A. Crafton, Mum'ray, horticulture;
Akridge, Caldwell Count y , agritultural
businest/economics;
David Stahl, Todd County,
and Dale Ayet, McLean
County, agricultural
education; Toni
Talmadge, agricultural
engineering; Sharon F.
Friedthan, Alikka Zeta;
Kevin B. Wocd, Crittenden County, animal
sciences; Mary K.
Hedge, Jett, Ind., equine
sciences; Norma Rankin,
Crssville, Ill., and Darrel
Littlefield, Littleton,
Colo., rodeo;. Sandra
Loeffler, Bellville, Ill.,
chairman's leadership
,award.
--The-banquet was sponsored by Alpha -Zola, an
agriculture honorary
fraternity. Dave Stahl
gave lhe welcotne.
Retaarie wereekby -Dr.
Ilutwell, vice
president, academic affairs, and Dr. Phil
Sparks, assistant dean,
college of environmental
sciences.
-
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Greek Week observed
at Murray State

Legislators finish session
jurisdiction to General ty when they're not at
Sessions courts. There work and to let
were also measures pass- employees have money
ed to make carrying a deducted directly from
weapon on school proper- their check for items
ty a felony and to let other than employee
juveniles 14 years and association dues. Both
older be tried as adults.
measures should
politically strengthen the
MOTORISTS AND
Tennessee State
HIGHWAYS
It took House Employees Association
Democrats most of the and the Tennessee
session, but they finally Education Association. A
mustered enough votes to bill which would have let
join the Senate in over- the TSEA recruit state
riding Alexander's veto employees for memberof a 1981 measure requir- ship was put off until May
ing photographs on 5.
Legislators dropped a
driver's licenses.
Merchants wanted the bill to raise their own pay
photo driver's licenses as from $8,300 to $9,400 a
a reliable means of iden- year, but sent the govertifying people cashing nor a measure that would
checks. Alexander vetoed increase their retirement
the bill because he said benefits by 50 percent. An
the process of getting the effort to relax the finanpictures on the licenses cial disclosure rewas too expensive and quirements for
cumbersome. Key sup- legislative lobbyists,
port for the override passed by the Senate last
came from law enforce- year, was defeated in the
ment officials who said House.
CONSUMERS AND
they also wanted photo
COMMERCE
driver's licenses for idenA bill to permit branch
tification purposes.
Chances are that as banking failed, but the
lawmakers drove home Legislature did send
after the final gavel was Alexander a bill which
pounded Thursday-they would make it easier for
traveled or crossed some financially troubled
of the 2,300 miles of roads banks to be taken over by
to be designated the Ten- other banks.
Interest rates on loans
nessee Scenic -Parkway
system. The route is in- would have been allowed
tended to open up less to rise from an 18 percent
traveled parts of Ten- maximum to as high as 21
percent under a bill
nessee to tourists,
The Legislature also which . was withdrawn_
approved letting twin- from the Legislature.
trailer trucks, also called However, a bill allowing
double bottom's, travel the rates on installment
Tennessee interstates. and retail purchases and
And the final version of a on cash advances from
bill setting new weight bank cards to rise from 18
limits for trucks hauling percent to 21 percent was
minerals and other approved and sent to
natural resources is be- Alexander. The proposal
ing worked out in a con- is automatically repealed
in 1983 unless extended by
ference committee.
STATE EMPLOYEES the 93rd General
CRIME AND
Assembly.
AND GOVERNMENT
PUNISHMENT
Retail grocers managLegislators approved a
Law and order 7 percent pay raise for ed to convince legislators
measures were in ample state employees and in committee not to resupply during the 1982 teachers, but stopped quire them to price insession, with the em- consideration of a bill to dividual shelf items.
phasis usually on giving link,salary increases for Grocers said requiring inrepeat offenders a longer themselves to those of dividual pricing would
reverse savings they
stay in jail. For example, state workers.
a second conviction on
Bills were sent to the have realized from elecburglary charges would governor which would tronic scanners that use
net the criminal at least permit state workers to computers to read prices
five years in jail instead engage in political activi- at the check-out counter.
of the present minimum
of three years.
But perhaps the
4-6-82
Caleb J. Carroll, Rt. 2,
measure to garner the
Newborn Admissions
Martin, Tenn., Louise A.
most public interest was
Cheryl Newsom And Sickel, 101 South Eighth
a bill that would put
.drunken drivers in jail for Baby Girl, Rt. 5, St., Lawrence Andre
Evans, P.O. Bx. 415,
at least two days upon Mayfield.
Dismissals
Sharon, Tenn., Virginia
their first conviction. SeBrian Jeremy Knott, 28 B. Todd, 504 North Sixth
cond and third offenses
Henderon,
Paris, Tenn., St., Kimberly M. Byrne,
would carry minimum
sentences of 45 and 120 Lynne A. Koencke, 407 Bx. 201, New Concord,
North 17th St., Ralph D. Clyde Perry, Jr., 103
days in jail.
The most sweeping Darnell, Rt. 4, Derrick Clark, Teresa G. Shelton,
court reform adopted by Alan Blankenship, Rt. 1, Rt. 1, Fulton.
the 1982 Legislature was Puryear, Tenn., Lisa K.
Evelyn R. Taylbr, Rt. 4,
a measure that gives Snyder, Bx. 8107 Woods
Fulton,
Hampton M.
Angela
Hall,
R.
Peal,
910
judges rather than juries
Walker,
1220 Grove,
North
St.,
16th
Richard
the responsibility for
Paris,
Tenn.,
Doyle HumWebb,
Charles
CR
Bx.
sentencing criminals. To
phreys, Rt. 1, Hazel, Denprevent defendants from 55A,Hamlin.
shopping for lenient
judges, the bill defines
sentencing categories
with longer terms required for violent or
repeat offenders.
Although there was
some discussion about
restructuring the state
court system,the only acCharter Pound Pere Ground
tion taken was to enable
counties without juvenile
courts to give juvenile
Choice
By STEVE BAKER
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — State legislators
have • gone home after
completing a 12-week session highlighted by the
approval of measures
strengthening law enforcement and raising
some taxes.
Senators and representatives passed a $4.25
billion, budget last Thursday night that covers
state expenses for the
fiscal year that begins July 1.
The Legislature will
reconvene May 5 for a
two-day session to consider veto overrides.
Lawmakers also plan a
ceremonial session May
12 at the World's Fair in
Knoxville before final adjournment.
Here are thumbnail
sketches of some of the
major bills acted upon
during the second session
of the 92nd General
Assembly:
TAXES
Although the public is
cool to new taxes, the
Legislature has sent Gov.
Lamar Alexander a bill to
tax employers $72 million
next year to help keep the
state unemployment
compensation fund from
going broke. State officials said without the
tax, the fund from which
the state writes
unemployment checks
would' run out, of money
by next spring.
The bill was requested
by Alexander, Who also
supported the penny-pergallon tax on gasoline for
seven Tennessee counties
with mass transit
systems. The tax must be
approved by voters and
would be designated for
mass transit funding on-

CENSUS DATA WORKSHOP — Livermore Mayor Amber Heston was among
the participants in a workshop on Tuesday, April 6, at Murray State University
to explore ways to use 1980 census data. Shown with her are Frank Ambrose
(center), workshop coordinator and data user service with the U.S. Bureau of
the Census,and Jeff Green,director of regional services at Murray State. Mayor
Henton is a 1938 graduate of Murray State. The workshop was co-sponsored by
the Urban Studies Center of the University of Louisville and the Institute for
Rural Development at Murray State.

Handicapped man ready
for eighth career marathon
FAYETTEVILLE,
So he went to Boston
Ark.(AP) — At 15, Junior last year and set a naRice was in a car crash • tional record time,
that ruined his legs and 2:14.14. That's not bad,
changed his life.
considering last year's
Now 27, Rice is about to winner, Tosliihiko Sekko
line up near the Pruden- of Japan, finished the
tial Center in downtown course in 2:09.26, and
Boston for the most four-time Boston winner
prestigious distance run- Bill Rodgers came in
ning event in the world — third at 2:10:34.
the Boston Marathon, 26
Boston'? hills — parmiles and 385 yards.
ticularly Heartbreak Hill,
It will be Rice's eighth a name that makes
marathon, his second at marathoners pale — were
Boston.
a .new experience for
The University-- of Rite.-"I hadn't picked up
Arkansas graduate stu- speeds like that before in
dent, who hasn't walked a wheelchair. All you can
since he was a high school do is guide it and hope for
sophomore in Louisville, the best. There's no way
Ky„ is one of the fastest you can slow down or stop
things on two wheels in when you're going 35
the country.
miles an hour."
In 1980, Rice trained for
He'll be in Boston again
a couple of months and on Monday, with the help
entered his first of the University of
marathon — in Louisville Arkansas, where he's the
— on a whim. He trained first wheelchair student
a couple of months, and ever to receive am
finished in. 2:27, fast athletic scholarship.
enough to qualify for
For the past couple of
Boston.
weeks he's been taking it
"A lot of people were easy to rest up for the
surprised at my per- Boston, putting in only
formance — I was sur- about 60 miles a week, inprised at my per- stead of his usual 100 to
formance," Rice said. 120 miles.
"In fact, I was surprised I
Rice doesn't think
finished. I didn't realize
there's
anything special
how far that was — 26
about him, and he's kept
miles."

away from publicity
despite his performances
in past marathons, his
winning time in the
Arkansas Marathon in
Booneville last February,
his national record times
in shorter distances.
"I don't like the word
crippled," he said."And I
don't really consider
myself _handicapped. I'm
independent. I do what I
want to do and live a normal life, just like anyone
on their feet.
- "But we-are a minority,
that's a fact, and we are
.discriminated .against,"
he said. "There are a lot
of laws to be changed and
a lot of barriers still to be
knocked down."
Rice says he has a role
to play."Every time I expose myself to the public,
people become a little
more'aware of people in
wheelchairs — one small
step for wheelchairkind."
And Rice's talent
knocks down barriers.
"You're showing these
people that you're not
just someone who can't
do anything but sit at
home and watch TV all
day. There are things we
can do, things to contribute."

Fraternities and
sororities at Murray
State University will be
celebrating Greek Week
Monday through Friday,
April 12-16.
Several events are
planned for greeks in conjunction with Spring
Week activities. Jack
Baggett, public relations
chairman for the Interfraternity Council, said
this is the first year that
both events have been
held at the same time.
Kicking off the week
Monday evening will be
the annual Greek
Assembly in the University Center ballroom.
Greeks will be entertained by Bob Valentine and
Dr. Bob McGaughey and
awards will be presented
to the Outstanding Male
and Female Greek, High
Grade Point Average for
both fraternities and
sororities, and Most Improved G.P.A. A person
will also be recognized
for his effort towards
planning Greek Week.
After the assembly, a
mixer will begin at 9 p.m.
at the Jaycee Civic

Center, with proceeds to
go to a local charity.Baggett said that local greek
alumni are also welcome
to attend.
, Murray State faculty
are urged to attend a luncheon at 11 a.m. Tuesday
on the lawn at Oakhurst,
weather permitting.
Tuesday is also Paul
Bunyan Day, sponsored
by Alpha Gamma Rho,
with festivities starting at
3 p.m. at the AGR house.
Fraternities and
sororities will team up
and compete in events
such as the Bat Spin,Kentucky Derby, Tug-O-War
and many more.
Sigma Alpha Iota's AllCampus Sing is scheduled
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
in the quadrangle.
Greeks will test their
vocal talent in another
Murray State tradition.
The Jaycee
Fairgrounds will be the
site of a Field Day Thursday, beginning at 3 p.m.
All greeks are urged to
wear their respective color and letters Friday as
the week's activities
come to an end.

Ex-Courier Journal
editor dies Saturday
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A former managing editor of the
Louisville CourierJournal, John F.. "Sunni' Day, has died in - a
British hospital.
Day, 68, died Saturday
at a hospital in Budleigh
Salterton in Devon,
England. He owned and
published a weekly
newspaper there, The Exmouth Journal.
Day, a native of Kent uc k y, began his
newspaper career on The
Lexington Leader in 1936
after graduation from the
University of Kentucky.
He also worked for The
Associated Press in West
Virginia, the Office of
War Information in New
York, and The Cleveland
Press, and was assistant
managing editor of The
Newark Star-Ledger and
managing editor of the
Dayton Daily News in

Ohio.
Day joined *The
Courier-Journal in 1948.
He worked four years in
the Courier-Journal's
WashingTon bureau,. was
named managing editor
in January 1952, and held
that position for two
years.
Later, he served for six
years as director of news
and then vice president of
news for CBS Inc.
He later went to London
as correspondent for
Time-Life Broadcast,and
in 1964 he purchased a
partnership in The Exmouth Journal.
Day was born in Flemingsburg. He wrote
"Bloody Ground," an account of eastern Kentucky snake cults, moonshining, politics and
feuds.
The body will be
cremated, with interment
in Flemingsburg.

Reports from Murray hospital listed
nis Daniel, North Third
Street, Garnett Adams,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Alice E.
Oakley, 1402 Vine, Mary
Lula Rowe, Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Kenneth K. Knipp, Pi
0. Bx. 1053, Frocy Ellen
Hodges, Rt: 4, Charles
Evett, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Elcie A. Williams, 751
Riley Ct., Willie A.
Taylor, 739 Nash, Willie
C. Cornett, 504 South
Ninth St., Mary Alice
Bates, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
•
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th. 1 59
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GET
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EARTH
With a CASE tiller at
a down to earth
price.
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•Summer

20th. Box

51759

Per* Hell,

Peas
Corn

20 lb. lox $ 1 539
12 100i. Pkg.

$719
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Clot & Wrepped Free

225 To 300 Lbs.
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A Case filler gets
down to earth. Get a
tough CM.

— Wholesale & Retail. Meat
McKee,Eq.
$03 Wilson
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Get a free Pizza Hut® kite with the
purchase of any medium or large pizza.
It's easy. Just come in to any
participating Pizza Hut* restaurant
... purchase any medium or large
pizza'. . and
we'll give you a kite
for the kids FREE!
Pizza made _ with "aaahh" and
free kites. Get 'em while they're hot!
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'Only
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Sudden death grants new life
to Stadler, Masters golf victor
like a construction
worker than a country
club golfer.
His nickname is
Walrus, he fights being
overweight and his belt is
tucked under his .protruding stomach.
He vents emotion more
freely than most of his
He's roundish, his peers, and he's had to
mustache a bushy kind work hard at not throwthat hangs far over his ing clubs, not stomping
upper lip. He looks more his feet, not losing his

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
— He's not stylish in the
image of Madison
Avenue, his golf game is
mostly self-taught, he has
no agent, and, until now,
making a run for big
pches outside golf has not
been of interest.

cool when the going got
tough on the golf course.
He is Craig Stadler, the
new Masters champion.
He could be the guy next
door.
"When I was a kid, I'd
do what many do. I'd
drop a couple balls on a
green at 5 or 6 at night
and say,'I got to sink this
to win the U.S. Open or
the Masters,' " Stadler
fter he beat Dan
.
sai4,4

Pohl on the first hole of a
sudden death playoff Sunday at Augusta National
Golf Club.
"The Masters was
something as a kid I
dreamed of just seeing.
"Just playing it for the
first time in 1974 was a
dream come true.
"This ... this is just
unbelievable."
Stadler, 28, may not fit
the image of a Masters

Walrus wins heavyweight hearts
By Will Grimsley
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA,Ga.(AP)— "Will it fit?"
That was Craig Stadler's first question when Tom
Watson draped the Masters' green jacket over his
bull-like shoulders Sunday.
It didn't.
There was a noticeable strain when the new
Masters champion attempted to button the coveted
coat over his bulging midsection.
Across the country, watching the scene on television, millions of average American men with bulging waistlines must have broken into contented
smiles.
Nobody loves a fat man,they say, but the world is
full of them — underexercised and overfed, according to government health experts — and Sunday was their day to gloat.
"Hey, -Helen, bring me another beer out of the
fridge," must have been an echo across the land.
• "And move that onion spread a bit closer, will you
please?"'
"Honey, you-better walth Out ight," the lady
of the house was certain to reply. -Whadda ya mean? Didn't you just see old
Walrus pour it on those skinny guys out there?"
Old Walrus, as they call him, is Craig Robert
Stadler, 28-year-old winner of the first of golf's four

Grand Slam championships for 1982.
He is a roly poly man,5 feet, 10 inches tall with 210
pounds of weight that is uniquely distributed. A
bushy mustache gives him the look of a walrus —
reference to which doesn't offend him at all.
He sort of gloats on it, and may commercialize.
In fact, his wooden golf clubs are kept encRsed in
walrus gloves, a present from his pretty wife, Sue.
Stumpy, with short, thick legs and sloping
shoulders, he literally wobbles over the fairways,
his stomach bouncing like Jello under a tight-fitting
a
sports shirt.
As new Masters champion, Stadler joins a selective club of overweights who have made their mark
in bigtime sports.
The most famous undoubtedly was the great Babe
Ruth, whose plum' p torso hung over the belt of his
baseball uniform like an extra pillow. It never interfered with his mighty home run swing. He hit 714
in his career.
Hall of Famer Johnny Mize and pitchers Wilbur
Wood and Mickey Lolich were other baseball stars
Who never let a little extra weight disturb their
athletic endeavors.
People once wondered how quarterback Sonny
Jorgensen could scramble so well with the extra
tire he carried. And the sports world continues to be
fascinated by the wizardry of the Los Angeles
Dodgers' bulbous pitching phenom, Fernando
Valenzuela.
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winner, but he has the
$64,000 check and he has
the green jacket. He
earned them.
Earn them he did. He
escaped disaster after
blowing a six-stroke lead
he had at the turn.
He started the day
three strokes ahead of
Jerry Pate, his playing
partner, and Spain's Seve
Ballesteros, the Masters
champion in 1980.
With birdies at two, six
and seven, however, he
stretched the lead to six
strokes over Ballesteros
and Tom Weiskopf, who
had gained one stroke.
Pate, meanwhile, fell off
the pace by eight strokes
with bogeys at one and
four. ,
His game started to
stray on the par-3 12th
hole, where be took a
bogey after missing a
seven-foot putt.
Meanwhile, Pohl, the
longest driver on the tour,
but a non-winner in more
than four years, had birdied 12 with a 10-foot putt,
and now the gap was suddenly four strokes.
Pohl, who had played
eipt straight holes 2- the
last six holes of the third
round and the first two of
in eight
the fourth
under par that included
successive eagles Saturday, also birdied the next
hole, No.13,a par 5.
He just missed an eagle
on a 10-foot putt after hitting a four-iron — "my
best iron shot in a -long
time."
Pohl then bogeyed the
14th and, with Stadler at
the 11th, Pohl was still
four strokes back.
But Pohl birdied The
par-3 16th, and Stadler's
fortunes went further
awry.
He bogeyed 14 with
three putts, then took a
bogey at 16 when he hit
his drive in a bunker.
His sand wedge shot
went past the hole and
slid down the other-side of
the glass-like green about
40 feet. He two putted
coming back.
"I was at 14 when I saw
Pohl on the board,"
Stadler said. "He was
four under and I was
seven under. I thought, 'I
have to get another birdie," It was not to happen.
Pohl birdied 16 and now
the margin was just one
stroke, and what had
been a stroll for Stadler
became a struggle.
Stadler hit a drive and
a five-iron to 20 feet of the
hole on 18. It looked like a
routine two-putt par.
But he hit his putt
weakly and left a sixfooter. Then he missed
that, too.
Rate, who needed to
make a 15-foot putt at 18
to tie for the lead, left it
short and fell into a thirdplace tie with
Ballesteros.
The playoff started 4nd
ended on the 10th with
Stadler making a routine
par, and Pohl hitting a
poor second shot to the
right of the green, then
missing an eight-foot putt
for a bogey.
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Glenvira Williams was
Murray State's catalyst
Saturday when the Lady
Racers hosted and won
their 13th annual MSU Invitational Track Meet at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Williams won the 100
meter and 200 meter
dashes, then qualified for
the NCAA championships
with her 20-1/4 long jump
effort.
Her performance earned her the meet's
Outstanding Field Person
Award and boosted MSU
(98) to a victory over runnerup Illinois State (84),
Middle Tennessee (27)
and Western Kentucky
(3).
Two other Lady Racers
were double-victors in
Saturday's competition
— Jenny Oberhausen won
both the shot put and
discus and teammate Val
Lemoignan captured
firsts in the 100 and 400
meter hurdles.
Lavonne Roberts set a
new school record in the
1,500 meter run when she
narrowly edged ISU's
Hilda Perez with a 4:47
clocking.
A new meet record was
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earns best field honors
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PASSING bEAR — Lady Racer Lavonne Roberts (left) narroivly edged Illinois State's Hilda Perez in the running of the 1,500 meter race at Roy Stewart
Stadium Saturday. The Murray State women won their own invitational track
meet Saturday finishing ahead of ISU, Middle Tennessee, and Western KenStaff photo by John Salerno
tucky.
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established in the 5,000 Cara O'Brien.
High Jump — Chris
meter run when ISU's
Wendy Van Mierlo placed Hunt.
400 meter Relay —
first with a 16:48.2 time.
Mierlo was honored as Alsinia Ervin, Val
the meet's Outstanding Lemoignan, Angela
track person for her 5,000 Payne, Glenvira
meter run and for placing Williams.
400 meter Dash —
first in the 3,000 meter
Alsinia Ervin.
run as well.
One Mile Relay —
Other first place performances by the Lady Lemoignan, Ervin, Diane
-Holmes, Lavonne
Racers included:
10,000 meter run — Roberts.

Sports, briefly
Wrestling
Championship wrestling patches,scheduled to
benefit the Calloway
County High School
athletic booster club, will
be conducted April 22, at
8 p.m.,at CCHS.
Four bouts are scheduled including a two-man
tag team battle featuring
Bill Dupdee and Steve
Keirn against Sweet
-Brown Sugar and Bobby
Eaton with Jim Hart in
the corner.
The second feature
event, also a two-man tag
team affair will have
Stan Lane and .Roy
Rogers facing The Monk
and The Angel along with
Jim Hart.
Single bouts will see
Bobby Fulton squared off
against Gypsy Joe and
Eric Embry taking on
The Invader.

ing No.2 singles for MSU,
who had previously
claimed 24 straight victories.
MSU fell to 15-4 overall
and faces both Memphis
State, today, and Middle
Tennessee, Tuesday, at
2:30 p.m. at the MSU varsity courts.
The Racers rebounded
from the loss to APSU
Saturday morning and
defeated Tennessee Tech,
9-0,that afternoon.

A triple victory at home
brightened the Murray
State women's tennis
weekend as the Racers
defeated Austin Peay,
Friday, and both Indiana
State and Tennessee Tech
on Saturday.
The Racers, 19-10, overcame APSU 7-2, before
sweeping both ISU and
Tennessee Tech 9-0.
Friday and Saturday
the Racers play host to
:he Ohio Valley Conference women's chamat
The winning streaks pionship tournament
MSU varsity courts.
ended for both Mats the
Ljungman and the Mur- ray State men's- tennis
team Saturday.
'Racer linksmen tied for
- Responsible for knock-. 1401 place- with--Ohio
log off the high-flying University in the 36-hole
Racers was the host Marshall University InAustin Peay State team vitational at Huntingdon,
at Clarkavilie,Tenn.
West Virginii.Saturday.
_The_ Staxemora Axel -Tho 11-teiAtaid waL
the visitors, 8-3, snapping led by pot Thmessee
the Racers'team winning (587) and individually by
streak at eight and ETSU's Stu Engram
halting Ljutigman, play- 044 •

Tennis

Golf
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Governors hand
double victory
to Thoroughbreds
Murray State captured
a pair of conference
baseball games from
Austin Peay,' Saturday,
when the 'Breds won the
first game 11-7, then took
the second 5-4 in extra innings.
Seventeen hits paced
the 'Breds attack in the
opener at MSU's Reagan
Field. A seven-run first
inning, including a threerun homer by Gary
Blaine, set the stage for
the rest of the afternoon.
Ronnie Chancellor
came in to save Scott
Tucker (5-0) in the
opener, then returned in
the second game to claim
his fourth win in six
outings for the 'Breds.
Murray State increased
its season mark to 17-10,
3-0 in Ohio Valley Conference play. Tuesday the
Murrayans make a
return trip to Clarksville
for a doubleheader
against Austin Peay, then
the 'Breds host Western
Kentucky Thursday
before visiting Tennessee
Tech on Saturday.
In Saturday's second
game the 'Breds and
Governors were tied 4-4
at the end of the regulation seven innings.

By Mike Embry
AP Sports Writer
Rick Mahler's job with
the Atlanta Braves is to
deny, not deliver runs.
So it wasn't unusual
when Mahler stranded
four baserunners while
striking out twice and
tapping to the mound
Sunday against the
Houston Astros.

Neither team scored in
the eighth, but MSU loaded the bases in the bottom
of the ninth on singles by
Scott Peck, Gary Blaine
and Mike Gargiulo.
David Scheer then
outran a doubleplay relay
But the Braves' rightattempt from second
base to allow Peck to hander came through on
score the winning run the mound, stopping the
Astros 5-0 on five hits
from third.
Lee Hutson, the home while striking out five
run leader for MSU,tagg- and walking one for his
ed his 13th round-tripper second shutout of the
of the season in the se- season.
"Nobody expects to
cond game, accounting
for two of the team's five throw two straight
shutouts but that's what
runs.
The win was the ninth you intend to do when you
straight for MSU while go out there," said the
the loss was APSU's bearded Mahler, who had
never pitched a shutout
seventh in a row.
Overall the Governors until the past week.
stand at 10-17.
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Indy 500 rookies
end training runs
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
- Chip Mead has clocked
in the fastest time, 186.3
mph, in the Indianapolis
500 rookie training session.
The four-day session,
extended because of bad
weather, ended Saturday
at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway.
The 1982 running of the
Indy 500 will be May 30.
Any driver, no matter
his or her age or experience, is considered a
rookie if they've never
driven at Indy before.
The orientation session
was started two years
ago to increase safety
and acquaint newcomers
with the eccentricities of
driving on a track designed in the early 1900s.
Mead, of Dayton, Ohio,
completed a total of 32
laps Saturday, with more
than half of them at more
than 180 mph. He drove

Blazing Braves tie team record with fifth win

his Eagle-Cosworth
racer.
Danny Sullivan of
Louisville, Ky., had the
second-fastest clocking of
the day at 180.4 mph. He
completed 46 laps Saturday in his MarchCosworth.
Chet Fillip, who crashed on the first day of the
rookie session, finally got
it together Saturday, turning in a 166.9 mph lap.
Fillip of Ozona, Texas,
took 58 laps around the
21
/
2-mile track Saturday
in his Wildcat-Cosworth.
Sammy Swindell of
Memphis, Tenn., an
outlaw sprint car champ,
pushed his Eagle-Chevy
racer to 160.4 mph, running a total of 18 laps.
Jan Sneva, brother of
two Indianapolis
veterans, completed just
one warm-up lap in his
Penske-Offenha user.

"He was just great,"
said Atlanta Manager Joe
Torre of the 29-year-old
pitcher. "He never had a
shutout in his career and
now he has two in one
week. He's mixing his pitches well, in command of
the hitters and challenging them."
Atlanta's victory, its
fifth without a loss, equaled a team record set by
the 1957 Milwaukee
Braves, a club that went
on to capture the World
Series.
Dale Murphy cracked a
two-run homer in the
fourth inning and Bob
Horner a solo shot in the
eighth to power the
Braves. Nolan Ryan, 0-2,
was tagged with the loss.
In other National
League games,
Philadelphia blanked
Montreal 1-0, St. Louis
trimmed Pittsburgh 7-6,

San Francisco whipped
Cincinnati 6-1 and New
York edged Chicago 5-4.
The San Diego at Los
Angeles game was
postponed because of
rain. It was only the 10th
rainout for the Dodgers
since they moved from
Brooklyn to Los Angeles
in 1958 and the first since
Sept. 5, 1978.
Phillies 1, Expos 0
Right-hander Mike
Krukow says he wasn't at
his best, but he still tossed a three-hitter in
leading Philadelphia to
its first victory after
three defeats.
"I've always contended
that if you have good
stuff, you can lose," said
Krukow, who"
Garry Maddox drove in
the game's only run with
a bases-loaded sacrifice
fly in the eighth inning off
Ray Burris.

Leonard, a .350 lifetime
hitter against Cincinnati.
"I can think of a lot of
teams I'd rather hit
against."
The Giants were aided
by two wild pitches by
lorg's hit off veteran Cincinnati reliever Jim
reliver Enrique Rorno, 0- Kern that resulted in two
1, came after Julio Gon- more runs.
Al Holland, 1-0, gave up
zalez tripled home Gene
seven
hits over seven innRoof with the tying run.
ings, getting relief help
Jim Kaat, 1-0, gained from Gary Lavelle for the
the victory although he triumph. Charlie
gave up a Pittsburgh run Leibrandt, 0-1, was the
in the ninth on two-out loser.
doubles by Omar Moreno
and Willie Stargell.
Giants 6, Reds 1
A reluctant Jeff
Leonard powered San
Francisco with a runscoring single in a tworun first and capped a
three-run rally in the
sixth with a sacrifice fly.
"I don't enjoy hitting
against the Reds," said

Cardinals 7, Pirates6
Dane lorg singled in the
winning run with two outs
in the bottom of the ninth
_to rally St. Louis past Pittsburgh and snap a threegame losing streak.

The New York Yankees
waited nearly a week to
open their 1982 baseball
season.
As it turned out, it
wasn't worth waiting for.
Hosting an opening-day
doubleheader at Yankee
Stadium Sunday, after a
record .four games were
postponed by bad
weather, the defending
American League champions lost both games to
the Chicago White Sox a 7-6, 12-inning decision in
the opener and 2-0 in the
nightcap.
The last two major
league teams to open the
storm-delayed season,
Chicago and New York
played before a crowd of
31,008 that didn't have
much to cheer about as
far as the home team was
concerned.
A big reason for that
was Chicago shortstop
Bill Almon, who belted
five hits against the
Yankees' finest pitchers
and figured in more than
one White Sox rally. With
18 family members from
Rhode Island in the audience, Almon led off the
12th inning of the opener
with a 425-foot triple off
Yankee relief ace Goose
Gossage and scored the
winning run on Ron
LeFlore's single.

"That's about as deep
as I can hit a ball," he
said. "He got a fastball
down over the plate, but
I'm a pretty good fastball
hitter. Goose was pitching in his fourth inning
and I think he was starting to lose a little. I was
geared for a Goose
Gossage fastball, and
maybe it was a little less
than that."
Earlier, Almon singled
off Ron Guidry in the
third inning and started a
two-run fifth with a single
off George Frazier.
In the second game,
Almon singled twice off
Tommy John. The first
one was wasted, but his
single with one out in the
sixth ignited a two-run inning. Almon took second
as LeFlore grounded out
and scored on Tony Bernazard's double. Steve
Kemp singled Bernazard
home.
"Charley Lau ( the
White Sox' batting instructor and a Yankee
coach the past three
years) told us that you
can't pull John," Almon
said. -You've got to hit
the ball where it's pitched
but he got a couple of
sinkers up and I was able
to pull them."
The Yankees scored all
their runs in the opener
off Chicago starter Jerry
Koosman, but were held

to one scratch hit over the
final 61-3 innings by Dennis Lamp and Kevin
Hickey. In the second
game, Britt Burns and
Salome Barojas combined on a five-hitter.
In other AL games Sunday, Detroit edged Kansas City 2-1, Seattle tripped Oakland 6-3 in 16 innings in the first game of a
doubleheader before losing the nightcap 3-1;
Milwaukee routed Toronto 14-5, Cleveland
walloped Texas 13-1,
Boston stopped
Baltimore 6-0 and Minnesota beat California 3Indians 13, Rangers 1
Toby Harrah drove in
four runs with three
singles and Len Barker
scattered eight hits as
Cleveland routed Texas.
The Indians went up 2-0 in

:

YOUTH REVIVAL
Scott Grove
Baptist Church

the third inning against
Rangers starter Doc
Medich on Harrah's tworun single, then chased
Medich with a four-run
fourth that virtually locked up the game.
Barker said his fastball
and curve were not at
their best, but he managed to shackle the Rangers
by keeping the ball in
good locations.
"He's pitched better,"
said Sundberg of Barker.
"We got some pitches to
hit. With the situation,
you knew he'd be throwing a lot of fastballs. You
didn't have to look for
much of anything else.
We didn't hit well, field
well or pitch well."
Red Sox 6, Orioles 0
John Tudor hurled a
six-hitter and Carney
Lansford drove in four
runs to lead Boston over
Baltimore.

•

Inviting You

Delayed Yankee opener falls short
ofexpectations, team loses twinbill
By Ken Rappoport
AP Sports Writer

Meta 5, Cabs 4
George Foster cracked
his first home run of the
season to spark the Mets
over Chicago. The blast
triggered New York's
four-run rally in the sixth
inning off loser Dan Larson,0-1.
Starter Pete Falcone
worked five innings to
register his first victory
of the season.
Jerry Morales and
Keith Moreland homered
for the Cubs, their second
each of the season.

In a Series
of Revival
Services
April 1 4- 1 8
7:00 P.M.
0.

Bro Jerry Hopkins is B.S.U.
Director Murray State U.
*Preaching to enrich you.
*Songs to inspire you.
*hiendly people to greet you.
Bro. Donald Crawford, Song Leader
Bro. Paul Dailey Sr., Interim Pastor

SCOREBOARD
Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
W
L
Pct. GB
Boston
2
1
New York
.147 1
750 3
Milwaukee
2
1
Montreal
2
667
1
667
ko
Baltimore
Pittsburgh
2
2
1
500
1
42
500
1
Cleveland
1
I
2
Chicago
500
3
4
400
Detroit
St. Louis
2
1
2
313
3
1
400
14
Toronto
1
2
Philadelphia
1
333
3
1
250
New York
0
2
Western Division
000
14
Atlanta
5
Western Division
0
1 000
Los Angeles
Chicago
2
0
3
1
1 000
750
14
4
2
Cincinnati
647
Minnesota
2
3
400
3
San Francisco
California
1
3
2
$00
3
1
400
3
Houston
3
Oakland
3
2
500
4
1
333
34
San Diego
Kansas City
1
1
500
3
2
1
2$0
I
1
Saturday's Games
Texas
500
1
Pittsburgh 11, St. Louis 7
2
4
Seattle
133
2
Saturday's Games
New York 9, Chicago 5
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati 5, ID innChicago at New York, ppd , snow
Seattle at Oakland, ppd, rain
ings
Los Angeles 6,San Diego 0
Boston 2-3, Baltimore 0-5
Toronto 3, Milwaukee 2,10 innings
Montreal II, Philadelphia 3
Texas 8, Cleveland 3
Atlanta I, Houston 6
California 8, Minnesota 1
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia I. Montreal 0
Kansas City 5, Detroit 2
Atlanta 5. Houston 0
Sunday's Games
San Francisco 6, Cincinnati 1
Chicago 7-2, New York 6-0, lot game
St.Louis 7, Pittsburgh 6
12 innings
Milwaukee 14, Toronto
New York 5.Chicago 4
San Diego at Los Angeles, ppd , rain
Boston 11, Baltimore 0
Monday's Gaines
Cleveland 13, Texas 1
Pittsburgh (Griffin 0-0) at St.Louis
Minnesota 1, California 1
Detroit 2, Kansas City 1
Martiui 0-1)
Seattle 6-1, Oakland 3-3. 1st game 16
New York (Swan 110) at Chicago
innings
(Noles 0-11
Atlanta (Walk 14) at Cincinnati
Monday's Gasses
Detroit ( Wilcox 0-01 at Toronto (Leal
(Berenyi 14),(n(
41.4
- - . Los Angeles (Reuss 0-01 at Houston
Chicago Dotson 0-01 at Boston (TN
, (3.Niekro 14), PS
re:0-01
Only games scheduled
New York Righetti 0-0) at Tun
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal
Tanana 0-111
Philadelphia at New York
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
San Diego at San Francisco
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Atlanta at Cincinnati, In)
Detroit at Toronto
LOS Angeles at Houston. In)
New York at Texas
Baltimore at Kansas City
Oakland at Minnesota
Seattle at California
Only games scheduled

Hockey
playoffs

Golf
Masters scores
AUGUSTA.(;a API
Final scores
and money-winnings Sunday in the 44th
Masters on the 4,986 yard, par 71
Augusta Notional Golf Club course ( sWM sudden death playoff)
s -Craig Stadler,164,804 75-41647-73- 284
Da Mole,PIM
70-10-1747-114
&eve Baliesteres, 111,00173-73-6-71
131.151ASI
,,,iaul.Pste.
_
74-7347-71-a
• Ktee.$1.1.1*
711411.73411-117
Tom Watson,$13,6111
7740-711-71-117
tarry Nelson,$11,007 79-71-71149-110
Curtis Strange,111.147 74-99-73-71--Ill
• Floyd,$114117
74-7141-74-ffff
Andy Bean.ILYA
71-71-73.75-110
Mark Haves.68,550
14-73-73-75-11111
F Lissy Zoeller. $11.550
73-741-70-73--756
Tom Weiskopf.11,560 7$-714471--111

National Hediny Luise
Playoffs At A Wanes
Mot tif 111.••
tomlny's Gams
Now York Raseen 7, Pbiledelphis 5,
Rangers win miss 3-1
Boston S. Buffalo 2. Boston wins
series 3-1
Montreal I. Quebec 1, series tied 2-2
Pittsburgh 6., Nee -York Islanders 2.
series tied 1-2
Chicago 5. Minnetota 2, Chicago wins
aeries 11
St Lasts I. Winnlpeg 2, St Louis Vint
series, 3-1
Momday*s Gainer
Edmonton at Los Angeles
Tesaley'sGrow
Quebec at Montreel
Pittsburgh at New York Islanders
Los Angeles at Edmonton, if
neeimury

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divisioe
W L Pct. GB
61 17
.782 x-Boston
y-Philadelphia 54 34
.692
7
4ton
41 37
y-Ws
.526 20
40 38
New
.513 21
.423 21
33 45
Ne
(cal Division
.642
54 24
x-Mi
ee
40
.513 14
Atlanta
474 17
37 41
Detroit
34 44
Indiana
436 20
30 41
Chicago
385 24
15 63
Cleveland
192 39
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct. GB
46 32
San Antonio
540
.564
44 34
Denver
2
44 34
Houston
2
.564
21 51
,
.354 1St.
Dallas
17 51
Kansas City
.346 19
13 55
Utah
295 13
Pacific Division
692
n-Los Angeles 54 24
rSeattle
4
641
$0 20
Golden State
551
43 35
Phoenix
551
43 35
11
526 13
Portland
41 37
16 63
San Diego
203 384

x-clinched division title
y-clinched playoff spots
Saturday's Games
New Jersey 115, Indiana 86
Washington 115, Milwaukee 114
New York 117, Cleveland 114
Houston 105, San Antonio 100
Utah 151, Denver 136
Phoenix 116, Seattle 99
Golden State 132,San Diego 119
Sunday's Games
Boston 110, Philadelphia 109, OT
Dallas 109, Houston 97
San Antonio 126, Kansas City 121
Detroit 97, New York 89
Atlanta 101, Chicago 89
I,os Angeles 107. Seattle 104
Portland 116, Golden State 106. OT
Monday's Game
San Diego at Utah
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Indiana
Atlanta at Cleveland
Washington at Milwaukee
Denver at San Antonio
New Jersey at New York
Roston at Chicago
Kansas City at Houston
Portland at Seattle
Phoenix at San Diego
1,01 Angeles at Golden State

"I have 17 reasons why
H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."
REASON $16: FAR Block's trained tax preparers
This year there are 47 different forms and schedules for
income tax filers
Using the wrong form, or omitting one, could cost you
money Or cause an IRS inquiry. H&R Block preparers are
. trained to know the forms and how to use each of them to
your best advantage

H&R BLOCK =
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

903 Arcadia Street
Open 1 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Set. Plane 753-920/k
APPOINTMENTS AVARA11.1
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Woman writes of steamboats
e

4
:
AL

MADISONVILLE, Ky. ple atilt remember," she
(AP) — Agnes Har- said.
The evidence of that is
ralson's goal to write a
book on steamboats was that since the book was
one that was interrupted published last year, she's
by wars. She never went sold between 16,000 and
to war, but she wrote hun- 17,000 copies.
"It's been gratifying to
dreds of letters to those
me that it's so popular,"
who did.
Mrs. Harralson had said Mrs. Harralson, who
years of research com- has been autographing
pleted on steamboats, but her books at a number of
she was continually inter- stores throughout Kenrupted by other writing tucky and Indiana.
Mrs. Harralson admits
projects.
Her biggest project was that even though she
writing a column for the always wanted to do the
Central City Times-Argus book, she was nervous
and corresponding with because of the costs of
servicemen from financing the printing
herself.
Muhlenberg County.
"I was scared to death
At times she was corresponding with almost to market it - that was a
500 servicemen from the big job," she admitted.
never expected to even
area.
"Every time I'd go to collect enough to pay for
write my book, we'd have it.
Those fears have been
another war," said Mrs.
eased since she has sold
Harralson.
Finally, after four wars enough books to cover her
and numerous columns, initial investment. In
Mrs. Harralson, now 86, fact, the book should go
has done the book she's into its second printing
later this year.
wanted to do for so long.
Mrs. Harralson has had
She admits, the subject
is on -a culture that's a cabin on the river at
Kincheloe's Bluff for 40
gone forever."
**Although it's a culture years and has spent much
that's gone forever, peo- of her time watching the

'CROSSWORD PUZZLER'

boats she loves so much
on their way down the
river.
Through the years, she
has accumulated steamboat memorabilia, filling
over 200 scrapbooks with
pictures and information.
The scrapbooks have
helped many students doing research papers.
"I have a lot of kids
coming here from univer-

Quick action saves lives
CORBIN, Ky. (AP) —
Quick action by state
troopei• David Hoffman
and Knox County Deputy
Sheriff Hubert Sprinkles
may have saved the lives
of seven members of a
Corbin family who were
asleep when someone set
their house on fire.
Trooper Bill Riley of
the Harlan state police
post said the two officers
spotted the fire while
patroling at 12:30 a.m.
Saturday in the Moore
Hill section of Corbin on
Kentucky 830.
"Hoffman and
Sprinkles determined someone was inside the onestory frame home by the
vehicles parked in the
driveway," Riley said.
"They began knocking on

THERE'S A MIXED 20tIBLES
TENNIS TOURNAMENT THIS
WEEK ...I HOPE YOU'RE
IN GOOD SHAPE

doors, but could not
arouse anyone."
Hoffman kicked the
front door down, entered
the burning house and
awakened Mr.. and Mrs.
Walter Saylor and their
five children, Riley said.
"After they got them
all out," Riley said, "the
officers were able to put
out the fire, that caused
moderate to heavy
damage to the house, and
discovered it was the
result of attempted. arson",
A "molotov cocktail"
was found at the rear of
the house where the fire
started, Riley said: There
were no suspects in the
investigation late Sunday.
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sities," she said.
Mrs. Harralsen guesses
that she inherited her
love for the waterways
from her father.
"My dad was a Scotclunan," she said, "and
he crossed the Atlantic
three times."
When she was growing
up, she added,"Anytime,
there was a boat ride
anywhere around, we
always took it."

I KNOW I'VE GAINED WEIGHT,
BUT IF YOU SAY ANYTHING
I'LL HIT YOU OVER THE
HEAP WITH MY RACKET!

Payne, 31, of Louisville;
Darlene J. Lancaster, 26,
of Crestwood, and Wanda
D. Howard,23,of Walton.
Charges of carrying a
concealed deadly weapon
were lodged against Ms.
Howard and Linda J.
White, 29, of Lexington,
Mudd said.
--FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — A decision by the
Kentucky General
Assembly to providenioney for 22 additional state police positions in each of the next
two fiscal years, has prompted more than 1,000
people to apply for jobs.
Of those, 655 passed the
Initial written examination, and that number
was trimmed to 122 who
had perfect or. nearperfect scores on an oral
examination,State Police
Commissioner Marion
Campbell said.
Background investigations are being conducted, and the State
Police Personnel Board
will choose 30 to 35 people
for an 18-week training
program beginning May
16.

WHEN I KNOW I COULD
GET HIT OVER THE NAP
WITH A RACKET I CAN BE
THE SOUL OF Di5CRETiON!

1. Legal Noticermill

I GAVE MY
DOG A BATH
TODAY

•loWitir"

YOU JUST LET
.r SLIP
A
IN

THERE

2. Notice

1. Leg Illotke

LEGAL NOTICE
INVITATION FOR INSURANCE BIDS

NOTICE .

The Housing Authority of Murray, Kentucky,is requesting bids for fire and extended coverage insurance to be effective from
May 15,1982 to May 15,1985.
All bids or proposals must be submitted on
*official forms and based upon and in conformity with required specifications. •
Instructions, specifications, and proposal
forms may be obtained by contacting Mary
G. Warren, Housing Authority, 716 Nash
Drive,Murray,Ky.42071.
No inquiry received within five (5)days of
the date fixed for opening of bids will be
given consideration.
Bids will be opened at 2:00 p.m. April 30,
1q82. At the time fixed for the opening of bids
their contents will be made public for the information of bidders and others properly interested, or their representatives, who may
be present in person.
The Housing Authority reserves the right
to reject any and all bids as may be to the
best interest of the authority and the United
States Government.
The successful bid will be awarded at a
later date subject to approval by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The city of Hazel, Ky. will hold Public Hearing
on April 20, 1982 it 7:00 p.m. at City Hull. The
porpose of this hearing is to discuss eligible activities ender the Keefe* Development block
grant program or 1982. Ms City of Hazel will be
submitting am applicatioa on COBG Fends by May
3, 1982. Your attendance is needed to determine
nods nedeligiMe pngrams.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Hafton
Garner, Executor,
of the estate of
Numon Garner,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before April 21,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
•

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The,following
estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District
Court. All claims
against these
estates should be
flied with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.

Cloys J. Baucum,
Box 56, Kirksey,'Ky
42054 Deceased,
Roger D. Baucum,
1241 Maetzel Dr.,
Columbus, Oh 43227
Administrator, J.
Wm. Phillips, 401A
Maple St., Murray,
Ky. Attorney.
Rex E. Alexander,
1320 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Ky.
Deceased, David E.
Alexander, Murray, Ky. Administrator, Gary
R. Haverstock, 105
N. 6th St., Murray,
KY Attorney.

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.
Take your tiny tots to
din (crier'Studio in their new
Special
ling fester Outfits
packages ore available

•

Carter Studio
.300 Main 753-8298

Shirley Florist
and
Garden Center
SOON. 4th St.
urray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.

Antiques

PUBLIC NOTICE

Silas I. Futrell, Rt.
8, Box 1055, Murray, Ky. Deceased,
Bruce Futrell, Rt.
8, Murray, Ky. Executor, Robert 0.
Miller, 201 So. 5th
St., Murray, Ky. Attorney.

—Zr

-Oresu sg)Trig
Ga2a55)
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Mike Heath, B-16
Fox Meadow Ct.,
Murray, KY
Deceased, Cynthia
Jane Klose, 4850 S.
W. 63rd Terrace,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Executrix, Max W.
Parker, Courthouse, Murray,KY
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

2. Notice

We Buy
'Sell
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Mein Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sat.; 1:00 to. 5:00
54m.

For Sale
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
$2.95 Each

Gold & Silver
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.

Opea 9 sic
to

Economically

5. Lost and Found

Priced Autos

Lost: gold watch with
black band on Friday.
Call 753 25411 if found.

Mirrray
Ledger
& Times
W. hove I stunning co lection of photo wedding
invitations.
•

Carter Studio
1111 00 Main 753-8298

1 /2 Price
Sale
Bey one pair of boats
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, end
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9 0

YOUR MAIL 15 EALLY
BORING...ALL 10U EVER
_

-,m111111111-,
• °.etvereretveivemv". ''s

Pooh Bear,
You are my
"Shining-Star"

• .

•••

HAPPY 1ST
VIEWING
ANNWERSARY.
Cutey
7777777

-;

,T 6i./4095E OF
"ONE 1.415
RA8Y,„"
TYE RAFT.

General office work,
Local Optometrist office. Tues. through Sat.
Send resume to PO Box
10400 Murray, Ky.
42071.
"Million dollar mer
chandising firm looking
for full or part time
management help. Will
train. Send resume."
Reply to PO Box 1040F
Murray, Ky. 42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Two women would like
to do house cleaning.
Reasonable rates. Call
759-4949 after 5p.m.
Wanted: General yard
work. Including mowing and trimming
yards. Setting, spraying, and pruning
shrubs. Call Floyd
McKenzie 753 4725.
Will babysit evenings
and week ends.
759-1139.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will cut and remove
dead, unwanted, trees
and shrubs. Call for free
estimates before 2:30
753-5481.

Will mow yards.. Reliable. Call 753-3922.
Will work on lawn
mowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
any small engine. 1001
Glendale East off of
12th Street. 753 4590.
Would like to stay with
elderly person. Experienced and re
ferences. Call 753-3691.

10. Business Opportunity
BUILD A BUSINESS,
Start in your own
neighborhood if you
wish. Exceptional opportunity for growing
income with fast repeat
customer sales. Meet
the others who done 'it.
Call 753-0940, from 5 to 9
PM. ONLY.

13. For Sale or Trade

Olympic Plaza
753-7113

Check Our
Classified
Section

6. Wanted

For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer con
sitered. Owner financ
ing available. Call 753
4109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767 1169,

15. Articles for Sale
We buy and sell used air
conditioners - Call 753
9104.

19. Farm Equipment

6. Help Wanted
$100 Per Week Part
Time at Home. Webster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, ex
perience unnecessary.
Call 1 716 842-6000. Ext.
5112.

Nurses needed, RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time, have
positions available for
any shift.. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn, 502 247 0200.
WORK AT HOME! Be
flooded with offers!
Offer cretails rush
stamped addressed envelope, GAS, dept. M
Rt. 2 Box 211, Prin
ceton, Ky. 42445.
Wanted: Travel
Trailer, Motor Home
Owners- Share in the
profits of the World's
Fair. For more information call. 18002383614.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.

FIRST, DANISH S-TINES
SAVE MOISTURE
High speed Sines stir the soil, uproot
weeds, but they don't bnng up moist
sod to slab over on top of dry soil
Koehn gives you a firm seedbed with
„
nd3.nt
no air pockets, no ridges
practically
atti

THEN,-ROTRY
CRUMBLERS SAVE
MORE MOISTURE
Two ranks of plugging-resistant rotary crulnblers break up clumps of
soil, throwing the larger „pieces into
the air The fines make an ideal firm
seedbed and the larger pieces fall to
blanket the fines, preventing moisture
loss and wind erosion

Stokes
Tractor &
Implement
Industrial had
753-1319

Coordinator Partial Hospitalization, Out-Reach, Aftercare, and
Elderly Services wanted. Position
is responsible for planning, implementing and supervising these
programs. RN with psychiatric
training/experience and appropriate licinsure required.
Masters in Iiiichiatric Nursing
preferred. Starting Salary
$11,904 negotiable to $13,620
annually. Excellent Fringe
Benefits. Send Resume to Jolly
Freemen, Program Director for
IAcCreckenititlligstezt Comity
MN/MR Center; P. 0. Box 7287,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. Applketions will be received entil
position is filled. FOE/ AA
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74. Miscellaneous

22. Musical

16. Home Furnishings
Hide a bed, chair and a
recliner chair. $225. Call
753 7189.
Rust recliner with foot
stool, good condition.
Call 753 4.357.
Water beds, mattress
$54. Mattress heater,
liner, frame and pedis
tal $199. Do it yourself
kit $129. Also full line of
accessories. Up to 15
Year warranty. Wood
crafters Hwy 60 W,
Paducah, Ky. 444 9003.

CAR STEREOS
by Pioneer Sari and
Menet: Expert installation and service.

For sale Used office
desks, wood or metal
from $50 up, also office
chairs, extra nice
checkout counters,
other office equipment,
card display racks and
magazine racks, gas
heaters for shops, water
drinking fountains,
flourescent lights (ilft. &
811.), nice used pool
table. Call day 753 7668,
night 753 2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.

11 3E
MMIE3F

32. Apts. For Rent

45. Farmsfor Sale

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom duplex in
Northwood. Central
heat and air, carpeted,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, disposal
with washer and dryer „
hookup. Carport and
patio, $200 deposit, $285
per month. Days 753
7972, nights 753 3018.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month: $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
.753 6699.

59 Acre farm for sale.
Near Coldwater. Call
409 1357.

90 acre farm in
Coldwater with
older home. 70 ten
dable acres, 40
bottom and 30
hillside. Burley and
air cured tobacco
Bob
base.
Haley at

M.Homesfor Sale .

.
:"
310 311

A.Auto Services

53. Services Offered

33. Services Offered

Over 50 rebuilt auto
matic transmissions in
stock. 20 day un
conditional warranty.
Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 61 North
Paris, Tn. 901 642 2572.

Carpet and window
cleaning. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Steve
Hobbs 753 3317.
Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. _Call
753 5476.
Countryside Nursery is
giving free estimates
for mowing and trim
ming lawns during up
coming season. -We
have all equipment
necessary to pro
fessionally manicure
your lawn. We guaran
tee a beautiful yard.
Call 753 3188.

V & V %111MI, RI MO
Do you neerl
VAL
slumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We

can remove stumps up
10 Yy percent F INANC
to 74 inches below the
ING!!!! Yes A small
ground, leaving only
downpayment and ow
sawdust and chips Call
ner financing will make 49. Used Cars
for tree estimates Bob
you the owner of this
Chev-y 4 door
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
newly decorated 1 112 1972
$400. Call 753
Kemp Jr 435 4319
story 4 BR home with Impala
6129.
2225. 12th
alum.
siding,
basement,
753-5165
central heat with wood CARS AND TRUCKS,
753-4000
stove for unbelieveable most makes and models
or
economy. Double lot under $200. Sold through
On el your electric,'
near school. Make your local government sales.
489-2266
wen pumps
Owning
19. Farm Equipment
ext.
0241
569
1(714)
25. Business Services
Call
appointment now • by
needs.
pointing
ED
1
and
REPOSSESS
on
directory
for
calling Spann Realty 1281
2 Iljfl. Plows for Ford
HODGES TAX SER
to purchase.
NOW!
how
753-9673
7724.
Call
753
Assoc.
ORGAN
5830.
436
tractor.
VICE. The Income Tax
kw leasieg
2 Story brick residence
660 Case combine 1971
Ose half already paid Specialist 1104 Pogue
large wooded main
on
759
Call
Ky.
Murray,
model. 410 Massey 1972
monbalance dee or
Aiming Seniu to. Licensed electrician ,W
street lot. Upstairs
1425.
model combine. Quick
1981 Pontiac Boothly payments.
consists of 2 large
alien= nl viayl sine*, residential and corn
attach header. Call
mercial. Heating and
nville Coupe. Loadmodern apartments 1st
26. TV-Radio
CLAYTON'S
502 623 8839.
custom Iris curl. air condition, gas in
Iren
suits
kedrese
3
&
7
1,
residence.
is
main
floor
Local
Owner
One
ed.
A Farm All with
753-7575
Minces. tall till El stallation and repair.
New central gas heating
$165.N per me. InlicaeCur. 11,001 miles.
cultivator new motor.
Phone 753 7203.
year
25
new
system,
153-11011.
Color 25 inch TV, Only
eel sail. Neely connected
$2000. Call 435-4351 or
Village 641 North
roof, and home has been
Mitchell Paving Corn
435 4325. '
25.00 per month.
air,
ail
infral heal
Murray, Ky.
restored to an excellent
pany Commercial, re
Oldsmobile
New warranty.
state of repair. Very
carpeted, kitcksu apDo you need your sidential. Seal coating
24. Miscellaneous
Pontiac
attractive assumable
CLAYTON'S
carpets cleaned? Find and stripping. Small
pliaKes. Office leers Moi40 Watts per channel
loan is available. Phone
Cadillac
out how inexpensive it jobs a specialty. .Call
753-7575
ra I'M-12:N Non.
Lloyd's stereo. 6 months
753-1222, KOPPERUD .
be done, with deep 753 1537
can
Mein
W.
1406
bed
5
or
Beautiful 4
Mused Sr.
old with belt driven
REALTY.
cleaning. Call
steam
a
room, 3 bath home on
753-531S
turntable, tuner, and 27. Mobile Home Sales
Murray; Ky.
Jeff 753-0015.
are 3 bedroom brick house.
There
lot.
my
double
minim
player
cassette,
dolby
Electrical Repairs.. siding and Aluminum
502-159-4184
two heat pumps with a Carpet throughout, 2
recorder. Speakers 12x60 2 bedroom un
living
large
bathes,
Licen
Free estimates.
humidifier, central
Elul Menial °peering
contain 12in. woofer, furnished. Central air trim for all houses. It
sed electrician, heating
*Parts
vacuum system, inter- room and den. 2 car
un. mid range, 3in. gas heat, needs little
stor
with
large
garage
g
pointing.
stops
conditionin
air
and
garage
automatic
com,
Trucks
Used
Can
50.
$2000.
work.
minor
*Wes
tweeter. Asking $600.
435 4397.
Jock Glover
door opener, wet bar, age room. Call 489-2t45
be seen at 95 Riveria
Call anytime 753 2534.
'Service
Re-built
1976 GMC.
Two bedroom duplex, and two patios. Every- or 753-2493.
FLOOR SANDING and
753 6605.
Air conditioner 24,000 Cts. or call
central heat and air, thing you need for Assumable, like new, 2 engine, new paint, new finishing. Stained floors
or
sale
for
railer
f
12x65
semi
two
air
BTU(Sears)
hookup for washer and comfortable, leisurely year old home. Fenced interior, AM FM,
a speciality.- Dodeau
pro ton speeds, -wood rent with option to buy. dryer, Couples family living. KOP
Need work on your
in yard, garage, heat conditioning. $2250. 759- Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
759-1987.
burning stove, electric
trees? Topping, prun
1465.
$195. Call PERUD REALTY -753- pump plus extras. Ow
prefered.
self cleaning For sale 1974 12x40 2.5 753-9741.
ing, shaping complete
ner call 753-8469 or
1222.
oven(Sears), bunk miles from MSU Camremoval and more. Call
SHROAT WALDROP 51. Campers
beds, trundle bed, pus. Set up, under- 3.3. Rooms for Rent
BOVER'S TREE,
759-1707.
Homes and
Motor
Industrial had
dresser and bookcase. pinned, ready to move
SERVICE for Pro
Thurman
&
stock
in
14
Perkin
3
built
well
Campers.
Attractive
753-1319
Call 753 6002 after 4p.m.
fessional tree care-.
into. $2990. Call 759-1253 One block from un
bedroom ranch style B&B Brokers, Inc. 753
Insurance &
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
753,8536.
Tfter 5p.m.
opisecond
a
Need
living
ft.
4389.
1800sq.
house.
753 1812.
Reel Estate
Aloe Vera liquid $9.
P & D Lawn Service. We
productive
Local
11
on
space
nion?
Over -head camper
$27. gallon. Gene 28. Mobile Home Rentals
are now giving esSeethside Coe* Sq.
'For sale 3 12in. Ford quart,
2 bath, shell(long bed). 1970
1
acres. 1 /
Rent
for
Houses
34.
Hugh
toll
references.
4th
S.
705
timates on lawn mow
Trip Plows, like new. & Jo's
Two bedroom,
fireplace with insert. Pontiac I tires L7815.
Money, Kentucky
you feel 12 x 60
°inland. 759-1718 or ing, service and, small
Phone day 753-7668, 753 4320. Makes
all electric, • All electric 2 bedroom,
and air Call 753-6002 after 4p.m.
Fully
furnished,
carpeted
753-4451
Also other Aloe
753-8076.
tree service. Call 436
night 753 2394' or see at good!
washer and dryer, air fully furnished home.
conclitioned- 2 car gar• 2997 or4..36 2315.
405 S. 4th St., Murray, Vera products include conditioner, Private. $150. per month. $100.
well, and 52. Boats-Motors
deep
age,
sharppoo, ma-ke up,
2 block from
1
deposit. /
Live 5 minutes from the 40x48 livestock barn.
Ky.
l
Call 753-4091.
Professiona
painting,
-body.....intion____Seap, and
eicy- limits in--this <rent -3 7E06814d-3 Mites south of Mt.-Polar ,..Crait john Fence sales- at Sears paperhanging, - Co rnfkliCe 2 bedroom trai1er-----MS-U---ea0 753 9929-- -oil.
all Sedalia on Hwy 381. Call boat. 35hp Evinrude
For sale 656 Int. Diesel bath
Sears 753 2310 merc ial, residential
Murray. No pets. Three bedroom, 2 bath, bedroom • home with
near
electric start motor. now. Call
Central heat the amenities. Attrac
Farm Tractor 2500 Fiberglass steam bath. Ca11489 2611.
brick
328-8381 or 328-8275.
for free estimate for interior-exterior, farm
-Depth
trailer.
Moody
after
pump and air. Near five den with fireplace,. Beautiful unique wellbuildings, estimates.
hours, extra nice, ex- Like new! Call
your needs.
Trailers for rent Dill's
mo
University. Call beautifully landscaped built A Frame home. 3.6 finder and trolling
cellent condition, 1 ow- 4p.m. 753 8380.
Tremon Farris 759 1987.
you
If
Court.
Mowing".
"Free
Trailer
6p.m.
after
Call
lawn and covered patio. acres, 14 miles from for.
759-1074, 753 5791.
ner. Also 4 14in. Int.
Refrigeration and air
Country
let
to
agree
759-4734.
KOP
plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
Three bedrOom house. 2 acres in all.
Murray, 1 mile from
Rentals
Diamond Earring
Business
X.
Side Nursery maintain conditioning repairs
-753available
REALTY
space
PERUD
Dock
will
sell
seperate
disc,
Washer, dryer, reKentucky Lake. - Large
during the and service. "Spring
SPECIAL
beats. your' lawn
or together. Day 753frigerator, stove, and 1222.
rustic beams, cedar for pontoon
upcoming season, the Special" air
Resort
Springs
ComCypress
.00
or
$29.00-$39
7668, night 753-2391
dishwasher. Located at
shake shingles, stained
first mowing will be conditioners cleaned
Mini
see at 405 S. 4th St.,
420 S. 9th.,$100. deposit,
glass, organic garden. 436-5496.
pere at $50.00 to
free. This offer is good and serviced. 436-2104.
Murray, Ky.
Warehouse
$225. month rent. 753
$40,000. 762-6163 days Vagabond Sailboats: until April 16th. Call Wet basement? We
$100.00
Strout.
Vagabond 14, Holder 20, 753 3188.
' Storage Space
5094. Available 1st of
Holland one row
Jody.
make wet basements
Realty
Leo's Immediate
1554 Oxford Dr.
May.
tobacco setter $275. Call
For Rent
House for sale at 503 dealer
GENERAL HOME dry, work completely
753-1326.
Ky.
Murray,
4114.
9612,435
753
Three bedroom house
Chestnut. Call for apJewelry Repair
REPAIR. 15 years ex- guaranteed. Call or
753-4758
Panorama Shores. $250.
Lombard gas trimmer
pointment 753 3691 or 53. Services Offered
perience. Carpentry, write: Morgan ConOffice Cant to Coast
12%
N.
404
.
with blade. Regular
a month, deposit re753-2737.
concrete, plumbing, struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
layers from Everywhere
753-9899
$189.95 on sale for
quired. 502-921 5421.
Two story, 2 sundecks, 2 30 years Carpentry roofing, sliding. NO 409 A Paducah, Ky
Rohoillo Service Since 1101
Rent
For
Apts.
32.
$169.95. Stokes Tractor
Three bedroom - brick.
lots Pine Bluff. Electric experience. Barns, JOB TO SMALL. Free 42001 or call 442-7026.
1112 CoNwoter Rood
Rd.
Free wood all you have All electric fully fur
Heat and air. Large
heat, air conditioned. houses,. garages. Also estimates. Days 474 Will rrtow yards. 15
korifircky 42011
to do is chop down the fished _efficiency apar garden spot. Coleman
years experience. Work
$20,000. 759 1074, 753- additions on houses and 2359, nights-474-2276.
6
(542)153-010
22. Musical
2 Real Estate 753 9898.
1
trailers. Repairs and Guttering by Sears. gauranteed. Call 753tree and it's yours. Call tment. Low utilities, 2 /
2649.
Anytime
Call
after
remodel. 436 2251
blocks -from MSU.
Sears continuous gut- 6564.
CAR STEREO Pioneer, 753 4967.
Want a beautiful sum101 L. LESION
5p.m.
47. Motorcycles
ters installed for your Window Cleaning -fast
Kenwood, Marantz, Shopsmith Mark V at- 753-9829.
mer in the woods? Rent
Braker
ANCE specifications. Call service. Satisfaction
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro tachments and manual. Duplox apartment for this rustic A- Frame
1974 Honda Civic. $850. APPLI
Lkolased & loaded
SERVICE- Kenmore, ,Sears 753 2310 for free guaranteed. Free esfessional installation. 4 years old 1800. Call rent in Westwood. 2 BR, home for -summer or
437-4432.
nice bath, central heat longer. Perfect retreat
Westinghouse, estimate.
timates. 753 7140.
Sunset Boulevard Music 753 0373.
1978 Yamaha 400 XS, Whirlpool. 20 years
Dixieland Center Tobacco sticks 13 cents. and air, stove, and for rediscovering your If YOU'RE planning on
new.
like
low
milage,
and
furParts
experience.
garbage disposal
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
environment. 3.6 acres, selling your farm let us Call 753 4548.
Call 345 2861.
service. Bob's Appli
nished Call 753-5400.
organic gardening, 14 explain how we can
3400
550.
1980 Kawasaki
ance Service 202 S. 5th
For Sale: brick duplex miles from Murray. provide national adver
St . 7 5 3 48 72 ,
near University. Super $300. month. 762 6463 tising and potential miles, $1700. 753-0928.
days Jody.
insulated, air con
buyers through the 1981 Honda X R 500R. 753-8886(home).
ditioned, tax shelered
AMERICAN FARM & Excellent condition. Asphalt driveways and
investment. $10,000. 38. Pets-Supplies
INVESTMENT DIG- Few months old. Must parking lots sealed by
Insured For Your Protection
sell:753 7252.
Sears. For free es
_Call 759-1074, 753-2649.
AKC German Shepherd EST marketing system.
PIST4 XONTOOt
Roach & Insect Control
For rent: small fur- puppies. Registered Exclusively offered by For sale 1972 Honda timatescall 753-2310.
Yard, Tree & Shrubbery Treatment
nished apartment also Spitz and Eskimo pup- SPANN REALTY AS- Motorcycle. 500 4 Can you account for
cylinder, good shape. your household goods in
house trailer. Blondie pies. 60 champions, also SOCIATES. 753-7724.
$650. Call 753-6276 or case of fire, theft, or
McClure 753 8949. TERMITE CONTROL
guard dog. Call 554-2153.
753-5612.
natural disaster? If not,
Garage apartment for AKC Lhasa Apso pups
NOME OWNED &
Insurance Photog
call
Enduro.
125
Yamaha
Poplar
Furnished.
rent.
pups
Cocker
AKC
1125.
OPERATED
between
raphy
condition.
lent
I
ce
753
x
F
Call
hospital.
near
$75. Shots, wormed.
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947
6p.m. 9p.m. Mon. Fri.
Call 753-6078.
0075.
9 0 1 6 1,8 5 22 5 ,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED
at 753-4988.
Garage apartment for 901-648-5024.
48. Auto Services
753-12 2
rent. Furnished. Poplar Bunny Rabbits $4. each.
Carpenter with 30 years
dial
near hospital. Call 753 Call 753 3020 after
Four new 600x14 6 ply experience. Building of
0075.
Bridgestone tires. $125. all types, repairs and
3:30p.m.
Call 753-1331 or can be trailer additions. Call
HILL DALE Apart- Dog Obedience 4Day
LOT IN
seen at Amoco Car 436-2253.
ments, Hardin, KY will Seminar. How to train
100S. 13TH ST., MURRAY,KY
SHERWOOD
limb Chestnut
accept applications on dogs, puppy selection,
FOREST
premises beginning correcting problems,
April- • 15, 1982 from canine behavior. April
Nice wooded
9A.M. until 3P.M. daily 17 18 436 2858.
ABOVE AVERAGE
residential lot
Monday thru Friday, Horse Stalls available
SALES POSITION
for 1,2,3 bedroom apar- and or pasture. Hickory
(100' x 300').
If you seek a sales position with excellent
tments, Section 8,- rent Lane Stables.. Call
Located on Notsubsidized, Equal 759 4588 or 753-7637.
income and management opportunity, you
(Op This Ad From The Paper
Drive. A
tingham
y.
Housing Opportunit
should check us out.
ONLY
at
buy
good
Save For A Handy Reference)
And
Includes apartments for
Sale
4,900.00. Kopperud
Public
41.
.
handicapped
We train in product knowledge and soles
Realty -753-1222.
One and 2 bedroom Fairground Flea
skills. Our "In the Field" training program
apartments near down- Market. Murray
your
are
training
while
help
and financial
town Muff-ay. Call 753 Calloway Co.
keys to a successful career.
4109 or 136-2844.
Fairgrounds. Open ev- 44. Lots for Sale
6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days Week
One aced 2 bedroom ery weekend, 7AM to
Outstanding free fringe benefits.
apartments for rent. 7PM Friday and Satur- For sale by owner 26
Phone-753-5351/753-5352
Call 753-3530 The day, 9AM to 6PM Sun- acres of water front
days. Booth space can land on Kentucky
Embassy Apts.
Lake's Blood River
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
One bedroom furnished be rented. Call days- 753Sair.- Call 436-2427.
We need two full-time career sales people. or u-nf,urnished 4669 nights 753 4570.
lakefront apartment in
Panorama Shores.
elb.
f
Contact:
Fireplace with insert.
William Pee
References and deposit
176 & Broadway Suite 402
Quality Service
required. 436-2404 or
Padua,Ky. 42001
753-7272.
Company
502-4424860
Two bedroom
rack
&
tires,
piradial
overdrive,
speed
4
townhouse apartment.
Meeting end Air ConAhminom and Yip*
nion steering, send style steel wheels,
Carpeted, range, rediti3ning Sales; Sales
trim
Sid*, Custom
frigerator, dishwasher, power brakes, AM radio (plus 24 me. or
and Service. Modern
References.
Monday thin Friday
disposal, washer dryer
work.
Sheet Metal & Service
8:30 AM?.11:00 AM
24,000 mi. of Ford Care Warranty, then
hook-up. Central heat
Cell INN Ed
Departments
and air. 753-7550, 753gas.)
a
is
_
little
need
you
753-0689.
all
7559.

WORLD OF
SOUND
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FREE ESTIMATES

NOR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Realtors

PURDOMS

Stokes
Tractor a
Implement

•

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

7

-1"

eve.
A°4‘JC& C i,
Sheeting-

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.

111.4.4•11.

Industrial
Commercial
Residential

KOPpE !D

Call 753-0329

753-3914

After 5:00

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service
k

911

1982 Escort 2 Dr.
C-94-A

Jonesl Gray
Upholstery

Parker Ford.Inc.
$5,22250 After Rebate

RENTALS
NEED IT'? - RENT IT(
We Rent almost everything for Home
or Contractor

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

ti i
Flier Seeders

225 L.P. Miler St.

Scaffeldiii

sum unmoor almori

Specializing biLiesisctifimst
• Nairrats 01.00
%sago°,Son end Heart $2.75

RENTAL SAO S

; Portable crams

753-8201
200 E Main Murray

Open Nem
Men., Tuns., Wed.,flaws., Fri., Se.
7t3E-2:311..: 75344E5

CENTER
• •••••••• ••••••••• stool.,• C• • ••••

105 N. 76
753-0600

Murray
Aluminum
Police Dept.
Service
753-1621
Co.
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151 v

•r

Police
911

753-9290

•

•

RANDY
TNOINTON
NEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
lb miler dimior for Ides
ell woke le Menet end
Cellewey Collet? 807
Chesteet
75341111

Mist Signs
Plurals
Truck
Lettering
Gold kcal
All Types
• of Sign Work

1534903

Onutirso
COSMOINC=
CABINETS & MUM
WONNIIIIRKINS
*COMOIMILT uasumuai
*WM NU=MI
WOWS

7$3-511410
1212 KAM

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New end Used Ante
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, WWI Covers,
Ante Actesseties.

,•

_ .;„•i•

753-5500
•• •

V:•

,rqs,
'

-1; •
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-114,
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Personal touch key to success

OBITUARIES
C. Max Smith 0. Newsome Murrayan's
dies;funeral dies Sunday
brother dies
dies; rites
rites Tuesday at his home
on Sunday
on Tuesday
Services for Mrs.
Services for Bert Black
Mrs. Wilcox

Grace Wilcox will be
Tuesday all p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel. Keith Dixon will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Clifford White, Tommy Marshall, Bobby Marshall,
Billy Shipley, Ed Junior
Miller and Hugh White.
Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Wilcox, 88, died
Saturday at 9 p.m. at
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville. Her husband, Herbert Wilcox,
died Dec. 31, 1933.
The deceased was a
member of lazel Church
of Christ. orn Feb. 22,
1894, in Calloway County',
she was the daughter of
the late John White and
Minnie Willeford White,
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Clara
Marshal and Mrs.
Brooksie Maddox, Hazel,
and Mrs. Billie Dunn,
California: a sister, Mrs.
Hilda Ellis, • Murray; six
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Charles Max Smith
died Sunday at his home
on Rt. 3. He was 17 years
of age and a senior at
Calloway County High
School.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker said
Mr. Smith died from a
gunshot wound in the left
temple about 4 p.m. Sunday. An investigation is
being conducted by Kentucky State Police,
Calloway County
Sheriff's office and
Walker. An autopsy was
being performed, Walker
said.
He was born April 26,
1964, in Calloway County.
Survivors are his
father, Norman Lee
Smith, Rt. 3; his mother,
Judy Hale Smith, Rt. 1,
Almo; grandmothers,
Mrs. Nora 'Hale, Rt. 1,
Almo, and Mrs. Ruth
Tabers, Rt. 3; a sister,
Mrs. Cathy Smith, Rt. 2;
a brother, Greg Boggess,
Rt. 1, Almo.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Rites today
Mrs. Michaux
for Mr. Story, rites today
Ms. Davenport Services for Mrs. Lula
Services for Charles
• Story, 57, and Ms. Jean
Davenport, 51, were today.
--Marshall County Coroner Jess Collier ruled
the shooting deaths of the.
two persons on Saturday
aS murder-suicide. Brian
Roy, Marshall County
Sheriff, said Story, owner
of Story Construction Co.,
Benton, went to the home
of his former wife, Ms.
Davenport, about 11:20
a.m.
Sheriff Roy said the two
persons entered into an
argument and Story
allegedly shot the woman
with a .38 caliber handgun and then shot
himself.
Services for Story were
at 3 p.m. today at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. C. C. Brasher,
the Rev. Gary Frizzell
and the Rev. J. T. Parish
officiated.
The rites for Ms.
Davenport were today at
2 p.m. at Filbeck-Cann
Funeral Home: The Rev.
James Hardy and the
Rev. Gary Kitchen* officiated. Burial was in
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.

Mae Michaux were today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Harold.
Stricker, the Rev. James
T. Garland mid Weldon
Thomas officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Joe
Booker Adams, ,Donald
Stom, William Green,
Ronald Housden, John
Lowery amd Bobby D.
Osbron. Burial was in Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Michaux, 85, 1102
Mulberry St., died Saturday at 2:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a
member of Mt. Pleasant
United Methodist Church.
Born July 15, 1896, in
Calloway county, she
was the daughter of the
late John Thomas
Mooney and Josephine
Almeda Witherspoon
Mooney. Mrs. Michaux
wrote a column under the
name of "Raincrow" for
many years for the
former :Murray
Democrat.
•
She is survived by a
son, William Max
Michaux, 1102 Mulberry
St.

Onyx (Billy) Newsome,
73, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died
Sunday at 1:50 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Mr. Newsome was a
retired employee of Airco
Alloys of Calvert City.
Born Oct. 10, 1908, he was
the son of the late Bird
Newsome and Eula Manning Newsome.
Survivors include his
wife, Obera Watkins
Newsome; three
daughters, Mrs. Melia
McBee, Lynnville Mrs.
Joetta Carroll, '
Farmington, and Miss Nancy
Joy Newsome, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; a son, Rodney
Newsome, Farmington;
three granddaughters
and three grandsons.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Jessie
Lichamer, Chicago, and
Mrs. Josephine Gibson,
Alta Loma, Calif.; four
brothers, Boyce
Newsome, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Fred NewSpme, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Osby
(Mutt) Newsome and
Cleo Newsome,Detroit.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Eugene Figge
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Barry Newsome, Teddy
Newsome, Jimmy
McBee. J.eff,Dubtin.
my -Cates and Gerald
NewSome. Burial will
follow in Kirksey Baptist
Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today.

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAP
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Toy .
Goodrich ....
Goodyear'
Gulf Oil
Heublein
IBM
knee
K mart
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
S Tobacco
Wendy's
CE F Fund

-3 04
34% -41
3% one
22% -%
24'.
494 -ks
. 36 unc
20% -to
13% unc
23 +
42% -ks
11% -to
115. -%
21 -ko
32% one
39% +
624 As
21413 2194A
11% +'.
20-4 one
40% -94
29'. unc
46
+
15% At
420

will be Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in the chapel of Hiers
Funeral Home, Ocala,
Fla. Burial will follow in
Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Mr.-Black, 81, former
resident of Calloway
County, died Sunday morning at a nursing home in
Ocala. His death followed
an illness of one month.
Born Nov. 10, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Jim
Black and Alice Hudspeth
Black.
Mr. Black is survived
by his wife, Ernestine
Ray Black; a son, Jimmy
Black and two granddaughters, Ocala; a
sister, Mrs. Callie
Gingles, 511 South 13th
St., Murray; several
nieces and nephews.

ERLANGER,Ky.(AP)
— Henry Carter's success
with the Dixie Dry Goods
store he took over in 1946
isn't due to a secret
recipe or media campaigns. People say
Carter's personal"
touch is
probably the key.
The business has grown
beyond the image of a little store with a few of
eachtype of clothes.
Dixie Dry Goods now
occupies three buildings
and is filled with items
from suits to jeans and
from dresses to
children's clothing.
Carter now stocks nearly
everything, except shoes.
And the prices are low.
That's why people come

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service April
12. 19112
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 604 Est, 600 Barrows & Gilts
1.00 lower Sows 1 00-1 50 higher some 2 00
higher on wts over 500 lbs
$51 00-51 50 few 5172
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
US 2200-210 lbs
ssa 00-51 00
150 50-51 00
US 210-2501bs
$49 50-50 50
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
Sows
043 00-45 00
US 1-2270-334 lbs
$44 00-46 50
US 2.3 300-450 lbs
US I-1050400 lbs
046 50-50 00
US 1-3 500450 lbs
150 00153.00
$43 0044 00
US 2-3340-500 lbs
Boars 37 00-39 00

And the store has
become as much a part of
his life as it has become a
part of the community.
I'm here because I enjoy it," Carter said. "I
don't want to retire."

His life has not always
been so enjoyable.
Born in Poland, Carter
joined the Polish Army in
World War,iII and was
captured. He was sent to
Auschwitz concentration
/:
camp and survived 2,
years of capture:
His first wife,two
children and his -father
were among the people
who died in the concentration camp.
After the war, Carter
came to the United
States. With uncles in the
upholstery business in
Cincinnati, earter took a
flyer on a dry goods store
and has never regretted
It.
His business operates

as a family-type operation. Manager Gary
Bolte's specialty is sports
clothing and that part of
the business has boomed
•
this year.
Dixie Dry Goods stocks
20 different lines for 15
schools.
"It's sort of a fad,"
Bolte said. "Right now,
everyone is schooloriented. Wearing a
jacket- or coat with a
school name is the thing
to do."
Bolte is also Koping to
increase the number of
baseball uniforms it will
sell. Bolte estimates they
will sell to a minimum of
161 softball teams this
year.

Officials trying to avoid hepatitis outbreak
WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AP) — Students of Central Elementary School
have received innoculations that officials hope

Soft drinks recalled
DAYTON,Ohio (AP) —
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has
ordered the recall of
Mountain Dew bottles
distributed by a Dayton
bottling plant.
The recall was announced Friday after a
caustic cleaning solution
was found in some bottles. It has been ordered
for Darke, Preble,
Miami, Montgomery,
Greene, Champaign,
Logan and Clark counties.
Two teenage boys have
been treated for illness
after drinking the soft
drink, said David Peden,
chief of the environmental section of the Montgomery County Combined Health District.
The solution must have
been put in the soft.drink
intentionally, he said adding that it appeared someone was "selectively
dumping- it in once in a
while."

back year after year
from as far as Canada
and Texas to outfit their
entire families, Carter
said. .
"Some (store owners)
are complaining that
business is bad," Carter
said. "I don't feel it that
way. We're growing."
The 73-year-old Carter
gives his customers personal attention and often
hands out small gifts to
his customers.

The recall affects 16ounce returnable glass
bottles of Mountain Dew.
bottled by G.C.C.
Beverages Inc.
Company spokesmen
said they had no idea how
many bottles would be
re,palled. The solution,
containing sodium
hydroxide, is used for
washing bottles, Peden
said.
"It's like drinking a
very strong caustic.
You'd get a mouthful of it
and spit it out. Our biggest -fear is that a kid
would take a big gulp of
it," he said.
The youths who drank
the pffected bottles were
trealed and released last
week at the Kettering
Medical Center and its
satellite, Sycamore
Hospital, said Anita
Richwine, a hospital
spokeswoman.
Ms. Richwine said
samples of the Mountain
Dew the boys drank were
turned over to the Food
and Drug Administration.
A statement released
by GCC Beverages said
consumers may obtain
full refunds by returning
affected bottles to the
place of purchase.
The bottles are
distinguished by the
words "GCC Beverages"
appearing on bottlecaps.

The disease struck
will head off an outbreak
three first-graders and
of hepatitis.
School Nurse Hazel one student each in the
Brassfield said the home iicond, third, fourth and
water supplies and sewer fifthgrades.
Mrs. Marsh said their
systems of students who
became ill are being families had been immunized, but the outchecked.
Clark County Health break "upset the comCenter physician Dr. munity and the health
Caroline S. Rains said an center has been bominspection of the school's barded with telephone
water supply and kitchen calls."
Roades said concern
determined that neither
was the source of the in- grew when the illness
spread to more than one
fection.
About 350 of the 506 classroom, and the
children enrolled at the cafeteria and library
school were given gam- were turned into clinics
ma globulin shots Friday,. for Friday's mass imaccording to Gerald D. munization.
"Think about the
Roades, principal of the
school, and others obtain- Easter bunny," Mrs.
ed shots earlier at the Brassfield told the
health ..center or from children as they_ were
'tnifeffed
priv4e-ptiViiciariS.
One by one they stuck
The first of seven
diagnosed cases of infec- out their arms,some wintious hepatitis involving cing but few crying.
students was reported to
Some confessed to bethe health center last ing a little scared, but no
week, center coordinator one fainted or got sick,"
Rita Marsh said.
Dr. Rains said.

She said the gamma
globulin would remain in
the children's systems for
five weeks. If the serum
is given within two weeks
of exposure, it is 80 to 90
percent effective, she
said.
Mrs. Brassfield said
the children who did get
hepatitis were recovering
without complications,
though three were
hospitalized because they
needed rest and a regular
diet.
The disease is
transmitted through
sewage. Poor personal
hygiene and sharing
eating utensils and drinking Cups carrcontribute to
t s spread, Mrs.
-'Brassfield'said
Statewide, 95 cases of
infectious hepatitis were
reported to the Bureau
for Health Services from
Jan. 1 through March 27
and 50 .cases of serum
hepatitis.

Gift car returned to city parking lot
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The gift car
former Mayor Al C.
Rutland resisted returning to the city was back in
the Municipal Building
parking lot last week.
But friends of Rutland
said ,they would buy him
another one.
The outgoing mayor
was given the car, which
he had used in his official
duties, last December by
the City Council.
But the council asked

SAVE — SAVE

for it back after City Attorney Steve Underwood
and city auditors said the
gift had been illegal
disposal of city property.
Rutland initially said
he would not give back
the red 1981 Chevrolet
Malibu, and the council
filed suit in Christian
County Circuit Court to
recover it.
The city and Rutland
agreed in court Wednesday to. a ruling

acknowledging that the
car was city property,
and it was returned
Wednesday afternoon.
"I wish the coufteirsgu
city well, and I even had
the car washed before I
gave it back," Rutland
said.
He said he returned the
car because friends and
supporters agreed to buy
him another, and to pay
his legal fees for fighting
the city suit.

ii

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Lipton
3 oz. Instant

20 Lb.
71 Demon
Only $999.00
Less $299.00 Down Payment

Whirlpool
Model LB5500XL Washer
•_New 24. Design 2000 Model
•5 Automatic Cycles.
REGULAR HEAVY
PERMANENT PRESS
KNITS GENTLE SOAK
and PRE-WASH
• New Double-Duly Super
SURGILATOW Agitator
delivers a shorter, faster
stroke for high -frequency
washing action_
• Energy-saving Water
Temperature Control with 3
wash,r4lse
, combinations ,
• Water-saving Load-Size
Selector with 4 individual
settings
• MAGIC CLEAN' SelfCleaning Cint Filter
• Built-in Bleach Dispenser
• Automatic Cool-Down Care
helps provide proper care
for Permanent Press
garments
•2 wash.and 2 spin speeds
•Self-Balancing Inner Basket
1 Heavy-duty motor and pump
• Automatic Self-leveling
rear legs
•

Flamm 700.00 For 1 Mo.
$115.40 Interest
3115.40 Tote Asourat of Note A.P.R. 19.90

Only $43.50 Mo.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S.
Murray

Gee QUALITY
SEINCE nuns

OZNERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Getting ready
to be given away?
Organize your thoughts about the big day with a
WELCOME WAGON Engaged Girl call. As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative. I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding the kind
you've always wanted.
Call now and let me help you get ready to be a
beautiful bride:

Tea

$1 89

$1 98
Nabisco
or Zesta

Martha White

Corn Meal

Cracker

94

99

5 Lb.

1 Lb.
Land Of Lake

Roman Pride

Margarine

Noodles

,3154

hinelfrffok
Kathryn Outland 753-3071
Hostesses
ingeborg King(Asst.)492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.)753-5570

Potatoes

miaddiimmildp-1713

Ti

5 for

Pepsi Mt. Dew 168 pacoz.
Plus
peposit
or Dr PeOper
filsse.-Tieurs. $-7
Fri.-Set. 114

10
19

ALA

0.

Acr•ss Frees Army Drilie-See-7St, 4th
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